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1. GENERAL NOTES
In 2020 KHPG worked in the following strategic areas:
1. Defense of victims of human rights violations in specific cases. It includes:
a) Providing help to individuals whose rights have been infringed,
b) Carrying out investigations into cases of human rights violation;
c) Providing strategic litigations in national and international proceedings.
2. Civic education and enlightenment on human rights, collection and distribution of information on
human rights. It includes:
a) Gathering information on human rights violations and sending corresponding data to the relevant
persons, organizations and mass media as well as state bodies;
b) Developing human rights education and promoting legal awareness through public actions,
educational events and publications.
3. Monitoring, analysis and improvement of the human rights situation in Ukraine, i.e.:
a) Providing analysis of the human rights situation in Ukraine, assessment of current legislation and
draft laws from the point of view of their compliance with international human rights law;
b) Monitoring law-applying administrative and judicial practice in the context of human rights
observation;
c) Appealing to legislative, executive and judicial authorities on problems concerning human rights.
In addition, KHPG works in the following specific area:
4. Study of history of human rights movement in USSR and Ukraine and history of political
repression in USSR as well as development of KHPG physical and electronic archive on the history of
dissident movement in Ukraine.
Of the full range of human rights KHPG usually selects several key rights and freedoms, which are
currently the most up to date, and implements work with them as described above in 1-3. Consideration
of individual rights KHPG combines well with the analysis and monitoring of the activities of certain
government bodies, considering in this case all the rights and freedoms are violated by these bodies.
Accounting main trends of state development, KHPG provides the following programs in 2020:
Human rights defense through KHPG Public Reception Office (PRO);
Human rights defense through KHPG Strategic Litigation Center (SLC);
Civic campaign against torture and ill-treatment;
Monitoring implementation of decisions of international bodies;
Security services in a constitutional democracy: oversight and accountability;
Activities against the spread of COVID-19 in Ukraine;
Aware-raising activities (dissemination of information and knowledge on human rights and basic
freedoms in Ukraine, etc.);
Study of history of human rights movement in USSR and Ukraine and history of political repression
in USSR.
Total expenditures of the Group were 10 181 300 UAH. Please, see list of donors in the Appendix.
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2. HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENSE THROUGH KHPG PUBLIC RECEPTION OFFICE
In 2020 2580 people applied to the KHPG PRO, among them – 1418 men and 1162 women.
Social status of the applicants is provided in the table below:
IDPs
114
Military men or their relatives
Foreigners and stateless persons
Students
Victims of crimes
Victims of trafficking
Prisoners and their relatives
Suspects and their relatives
Accused and their relatives
Sexual minorities
Homeless person
Unemployed and non-working people
Single mothers
People with disabilities
Pensioners
Minors and their representatives
Workers of the budget sphere
Entrepreneurs
Civil activists
Journalists
Irrational clients
Drug users, HIV, TB
Others
Not specified

43
22
11
171
577
608
23
19
22
4
30
18
77
154
1
21
13
94
3
16
190
42
207

In the following table there are provided institutions on the actions of which the applicant
complained.
Administration of enterprises of all forms of ownership
State Enforcement Service and the SES officers
Education institutions
Monitoring bodies
Health care institutions
The Ministry of Interior
The Ministry of Defense and its departments
Executive authorities
Local self-government authorities
Social protection bodies
Organizations providing community facilities
The Pension Fund and its units
The Prosecutor’s Office
Courts
Penitentiary institutions
Ministry of Social Protection
Parliament, MPs
President
Ministry of Justice
Other
4

86
19
8
67
122
300
199
259
111
65
88
55
225
758
620
35
75
48
38
125

170 applicants applied during field receptions. The other ways of applying, determined by the
applicants in the application form are the following: Interned, email, Skype – 141, personal reception –
506, written applications – 312, collective complaint – 49, telephone applications – 1395, other – 7.
The applicants provided the next answers to the question of the application form how they learned
about the PRO: from friends – 708, from state bodies – 8, from the office of FLA (free legal aid) – 12;
applied before – 568, from the media – 38, from the Internet – 262; from other reception offices – 14;
announcement about KHPG PRO activity – 142.

The lawyer of the KHPG PRO with a client

Most of the legal problems of the applicants concerned social issues, payment of pensions,
community facilities, civil cases, human trafficking, unjust verdicts, brutality of personnel of the lawenforcing bodies, first of all, correctional colonies. All people who addressed the KHPG received
consultations. Persons unable to prepare documents received assistance in preparation of necessary legal
documents.
Overall, in the reported period the lawyers of the KHPG PRO represented the applicants’ interested in
89 court cases, including 46 civil, 23 administrative, and 20 criminal cases. On 4 December 2020 KHPG
carried on 45 cases. 34 cases are fully or partially won, 11 cases are lost. Consideration of the remaining
44 cases is pending. In addition, PRO lawyers prepared five applications to the ECtHR on violation of the
article 6 para 1.

3. PROVIDING STRATEGIC LITIGATIONS THROUGH KHPG SLC
In 2020, SLC lawyers represented clients in 249 strategic cases, 71 cases in the ECtHR (15 cases
have been won, 4 cases on the stage of communication, 49 new applications, 1 case according to the Rule
39 of the Rules of Court and 2 submissions to the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe) as
well as 178 cases in the national courts. This number does not include cases, on which applications to the
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ECtHR were filed in previous years. In these cases, SLC lawyers were in correspondence with clients and
the Court. Also, in some cases judgments had been delivered in previous years and SLC lawyers were
conducting monitoring of their execution.
26 lawyers (including 4 in-house) were involved in work upon strategic cases of the SLC. 22 lawyers
were performing fixed-term contracts.
It should be noted that during the reporting period, 21 SLC lawyers traveled to meet with their clients
in penitentiary institutions.
SLC cases before the ECtHR
In the reported period the ECtHR have delivered 15 judgments. 56 strategic cases were presented
before the ECtHR. In some of them national judicial proceedings are continued simultaneously.
In 4 cases SLC lawyers represented their clients before the ECtHR on the stage of communication
with the Government of Ukraine. Three cases are related defense from torture and violation of right to a
fair trial for life prisoners, one case – violations of Articles 3, 6 and 13 of the Convention in connection
with unlawful detention and breach of fair trial.
In the reported period SLC lawyers drafted and filed to the Court 49 new applications on violations of
the Convention and 1 application according to the Rule 39 of the Rules of Court. 29 of them are related
life prisoners in the context of ECtHR judgement Petukhov v. Ukraine (No. 2) and declared the violation
of Articles 3 and 13 of the ECHR, 7 of them are related to cases concerning events in Eastern Ukraine: 4
cases of abandoned prisoners, 2 cases were on improper investigation of case concerning wounded
persons, and 1 case was on improper investigation of case concerning home damaging due to a shelling;
13 cases are related to the other issues.
Additionally, there were two submissions to the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe.
Strategic cases of the KHPG in national courts
In the reported period KHPG lawyers represented victims of human rights violations in 178 cases
before national courts throughout the country (including 100 new cases). This number includes 33 cases
of torture and ill-treatment in Kharkiv (see 2.2.2.3), 40 cases of cases were on the matter of inadequate
medical care for prisoners, 19 cases on parole, 11 cases regarding drug users, 5 cases regarding armed
conflict in the east of Ukraine, 5 cases regarding victims of trafficking, 2 cases of asylum seekers. 63
cases are related to medical negligence resulting to severe consequences for the patients and different
aspect of right to a fair trial.
In 32 strategic cases KHPG lawyers had success. 13 cases were lost. 138 cases are continued.
A brief description of the KHPG strategic litigations for the second half of 2020 is placed on the
KHPG portal «Human Rights in Ukraine» in the both languages: in English
(http://khpg.org/en/1608808717) and in Ukrainian (http://khpg.org/1608808716), for the first part of 2020
– http://khpg.org/en/1597059884 in English and http://khpg.org/1597058726 in Ukrainian.

4. CIVIC CAMPAIGN AGAINST TORTURE AND ILL-TREATMENT
4.1. Monitoring and reporting cases of torture and ill-treatment in the penitentiary facilities
After the changes in legislation and amendments to the Criminal Executive Code of Ukraine (CEC),
adopted in April of 2014, the monitors from civil society and journalist may freely carry out the visits
without the previous announcement to the institutions of the State Penitentiary Service of Ukraine.
Articles 24 of CEC postulated that that any deputy or his/her assistant or a member of the Public Council
at Ministry of Justice can form a group of up to three doctors and/or two journalists and they have the
right "freely and without restrictions in time … move through the territory of penal institutions" – it is a
new opportunity to monitor the situation with the human rights in the closed for the society penitentiary
institutions.
KHPG hold 4 visits to the colonies with different regimes (minimum, medium and maximum levels
of security) from 1 February till 1 March 2020 and 38 visits from 26 August till 1 December 2020. A
short description of visits results is given below.
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1. Visit to Starobabanivska colony #92 in Cherkassy region (medium security level for convicted
people for the first time) on 6 February 2020. Monitors visited colony in order to study the conditions of
residence, work and treatment of convicts as well as access to medical care. Convicts in the colony live in
barracks, about 50 people in one large room. Planned filling of the institution – 2000 men, at the time of
the visit of monitors actually served 770 men. 124 of them have the status of HIV patients, while 110
people receive substitution therapy, 14 deliberately refuse for various reasons. Testing for CD4 cell
counts and viral load is carried out with the help of NGO volunteers, but this testing covers all convicts
with status.
Two days before the visit to the KHPG monitors, a hanged convict was found in this penal colony,
which led to a criminal case against the head of the penal colony under Article 367 of the Criminal Code
"Official Negligence". The convict committed suicide at night, leaving the barrack and using a horizontal
bar. One of the hypotheses is personal motives and experiences due to a breakup with his wife.

During the conversation with the chief doctor, it was found out that another consequence of the
unsuccessful reform of penitentiary medicine is the practical impossibility of performing surgical
operations in the interregional hospital in Bucha colony №85. In addition, there is no transport for
transportation of sick convicts (TB, general diseases).
Convicts in the colony are involved in quarrying and further processing of granite stone. Up to 30-40
convicts work in the quarry, up to 120-150 people are involved in the work in the colony at different
times, these works are often seasonal and also related to orders.
Please, see more details in the report on visit: http://khpg.org/1581334349.
2, 3. Visits to Chernivgivska colony #44 for women (medium security level for recidivists) and
Novgorod-Siverska colony for men (maximum security level for recidivists) on 14 February.
In the children's block, which is designed for 11 mothers with children, there are 4 mothers,
respectively, there are 4 children, the oldest of whom is about 2 and a half years, the rest of the children
have not reached one year of age. The conditions of stay of children and mothers in this block are quite
good, there were no complaints about the conditions of detention, children adapt socially, often being
outside the institution. There is medical and foster care by staff, preschool education.
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The women are divided into three units, the living conditions in each of them are approximately the
same, the convicts live in rooms with 9-15 beds, the rooms are quite elegant and renovated.
New to the monitors was a telephone from which convicts could call at any time. In fact, this is the
liberalization of the telephone regime. The phone is located in a residential building, you can call using a
card with funds on it.
On the same day, the monitors, having covered another 200 km of road, visited the NovgorodSiversky Correctional Colony № 31, located 50 km from the border with Russia and 320 kilometers from
Kyiv. The monitors were interested to meet with people who had been sentenced to life imprisonment and
applied for pardon. During the meeting, the members of the pardon commission considered several
applications from persons sentenced to life imprisonment and suggested that in order to take into account
all the specifics of such applicants' cases, they should visit them directly at the penitentiaries and
communicate and study additional materials. This, in fact, was the initial moment that led to this trip.
At the same time, it was possible to assess the financial condition of the colony, the conditions in
which the convicts are, to record the relationship between administrative staff and convicts.
Please, see more details in the report on visit: http://khpg.org/1581936598.
4. Visit to Kachanivska Colony #54 in Kharkiv on 24 February (minimum security level for
convicted women for the first time). Monitors visited colony in order to study the conditions of residence,
work and treatment of convicts as well as access to medical care.
Living conditions in the residential area are generally acceptable. The premises are clean and
renovated. The rooms are designed for 10-15 people. Each room also has a toilet and shower. Windows
are metal-plastic. The kitchens are equipped with microwaves and refrigerators. There are coolers with
drinking water.
The main disadvantage of the medical part is the lack of disposable kits in the gynecological office.
In the penitentiary institution, which houses more than 340 women, the administration of the medical unit
has not been able to provide adequate and sufficient tools for gynecological examinations and procedures.
Numerous requests from monitors were rejected due to "the lack of keys to the doctor's safe, which are
taken away by colony officials." Moreover, the colony administration refused to provide medical records
of injuries sustained by women at work.
According to the administration, the average salary at the institution is 3,600-4,000 hryvnias.
However, the convicts themselves called quite different numbers. Some had a salary of 1,200 hryvnias
(convicts working on the farm), others 100–400 hryvnias (convicts working in the garment industry).
The monitors also noticed how the convict woman was pushing a metal wheelbarrow in front of her,
and a man was just walking next to her. The monitors tried to move the loaded metal wheelbarrow by
themselves and it turned out to be quite heavy. That is, women serving sentences often do overwork.
Please, see more detailes in the report on visit: http://khpg.org/1584362935.
5. Visit to Temnivska Colony # 100 in Kharkiv oblast (medium security level for recidivists) on 26
August. Planned filling of the colony – 1124 people, at the time of the visit in the institution held 871
inmates, including 55 life prisoners on the sector of maximum level of security. 332 convicts are working
in a factory.
Monitors visited colony in order to study the conditions of residence, work and treatment of convicts.
At the entrance to the colony checkpoint, there were announcements and explanatory information on
security measures, counteraction to the spread and prevention of coronavirus infection COVID-19. All the
Government's recommendations on quarantine measures at the checkpoint were followed: the monitors
were checked for body temperature and offered protective masks and hand disinfectants. All
administration officials and convicts wore protective masks. They assured that the premises were
regularly disinfected.
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The monitors visited Temnivska Multidisciplinary Hospital № 100, which is located on the territory
of the colony. The medical institution, designed for 150 people, has three departments: surgical,
therapeutic and neurological. At the time of the visit, 41 people were hospitalized in the institution. None
of the prisoners complained about the quality of treatment and living conditions. Repairs in the medical
institution were carried out last year. There was a new arrival of medical equipment this year and last.
Also, this year, the therapeutic department organized a ward for people who will be diagnosed with
coronavirus infection COVID-19. The ward is designed for 3 people, it has the device of artificial
ventilation of lungs, cardiographs and disinfectants.
In general, in the colony №100 prisoners never complain, because it can cause disastrous
consequences from the side of the administration.
In a whole, conditions of residence, work and treatment of convicts are good. Please, see report on the
visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1598600356
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6. Visit to Pervomaiska Colony #117 in Kharkiv oblast (a minimum level of security for men) on 1
September. Planned filling of the colony – 505 people, at the time of the visit in the institution held 224
convicts.
At the time of the visit, one convict was being held in the disciplinary isolator (DIZO). Nobody was
in the premise of camera type (PKT). A total of 17 people has been placed in DIZO / PKT since the
beginning of the year.
DIZO / PKT cells are quite narrow, there is dampness and cold. Sunlight almost does not pass
through the small window. The convict cannot open / close the window on his own, he needs to call the
security guard on duty. The toilet is fenced off, at the time of the visit tap water was present.
During the visit to the DIZO, an audio recording was heard, which constantly repeated the rights and
responsibilities of the convict. The detainee of DIZO complained that the loud sound "drives him crazy"
and he constantly has a headache.
The monitors did not have any significant comments on compliance with sanitary and
epidemiological norms. Institutions and convicts wear protective masks that are periodically updated.
There are disinfectants at the checkpoint, at the entrances to the SPS sections and the canteen. Every 2
hours, living quarters should be cleaned with disinfectants and ventilated. The administration of the
institution assured that during the walk and line-up the convicts adhered to a social distance of 2 meters.
However, the monitors saw a line of convicts walking from the workshop to the living quarters, where the
social distance was not observed.
Please, see report on the visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1599124418.
7. Visit to Nadierzhynshchinskiy colony # 65 in Bozhkovo village, Poltava district, Poltava region
(minimum level of security for women-recidivists) on 15 September. Planned filling of the colony – 510
women, at the time of the visit in the institution held 226 convicts.
At the entrance to the colony checkpoint, there were announcements and explanatory information on
security measures, counteraction to the spread and prevention of coronavirus infection COVID-19. All the
Government's recommendations on quarantine measures at the checkpoint were followed: the monitors
were checked for body temperature and offered protective masks and hand disinfectants. All
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administration officials and convicts wore protective masks. However, in the absence of outsiders,
convicts do not wear masks.

The territory of the colony has a pleasant view, flowers, vegetables and poultry are grown
everywhere. The monitors visited the production shops located on the territory of the colony. According
to representatives of the administration, all convicts work. The colony cooperates with the Ministry of
Defense of Ukraine, at the request of which convicted women sew suits, blankets, bedspreads, etc.
However, none of the convicts could name their exact salary.
The monitors visited the medical unit of the colony. The unit is fully staffed by doctors, equipped
with modern radiological and cardiac equipment. The medical unit could not show disposable
gynecological kits. Many convicts arrived without documents, so it is impossible to draw up labor
contracts with them. Complaints about the lack of contact with priests who are not allowed due to
quarantine. Numerous appeals were received regarding the incorrect recalculation by the courts of the
term of punishment in accordance with the new law on misdemeanors, which provides for a reduction in
the sanction for committing certain crimes. KHPG representatives provided the convicts with legal advice
on the preparation of appeals against court decisions.
Please, see report on the visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1600352679. According to data obtained
from other sources, the working day in the penitentiary institution No. 65 lasts from 8 to 19 hours, only
two days off a month are given, the maximum salary is UAH 1,500. per month, mainly salaries from 500
to 700 UAH.
8. Visit to Kriukivska colony # 29 in Bozhkovo village, Poltava district, Poltava region (minimum
security level with facilitated conditions of detention for men convicted for the first time) on 16
September. Planned filling of the colony – 250 men, at the time of the visit in the institution held 108
convicts. The institution has an agricultural focus, convicts mostly work in agricultural work. More than
2,000 hectares of arable land are assigned to the institution. Former law enforcement officers serving
sentences in the Kryukivka Correctional Colony (№ 29) are retrained as agricultural workers.
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The monitors got acquainted with the conditions of detention of convicts, held confidential
conversations with them, inspected residential, industrial and other premises of the institution, as well as
studied the state of medical care. There were no complaints from convicts about conditions of detention
or ill-treatment.
Please, see report on the visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1600416014.
9. Visit to Bozhkovska colony # 16 in Bozhkovo village, Poltava district, Poltava region (minimum
security level for men convicted for the first time) on 16 September. There were 206 convicts.
The colony has a well for extracting drinking water for its own needs. The colony has its own
production facilities, which produce various products from wood and metal, and also has its sewing shop.
Two out of three departments are undergoing renovation, the fourth is mothballed. The area with the
functions of a pre-trial detention center is not used yet. In the medical unit, the ward for infected patients
does not have a separate sanitary unit and does not provide an opportunity to completely isolate a sick
person. DIZO / PKT cells are located in a semi-basement room, the windows overlook the courtyard,
therefore, low illumination, insufficient ventilation, it is cold in the cells.
Members of the monitoring group got acquainted with the conditions of detention of convicts, held
confidential conversations with them, inspected residential, industrial and other premises of the
institution, as well as studied the state of medical care. There were no complaints from convicts about
conditions of detention or ill-treatment.
Please, see report on the visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1600755863.
10. Visit to Sumy colony # 116 (medium security level for men convicted for the first time) on 15
September. Planned filling of the colony – 745 men, at the time of the visit in the institution held 376
convicts.
A week before the monitors' visit, the head of the colony and two of his subordinates were detained
on suspicion of embezzling funds that were intended to pay wages. Law enforcers claim that the head of
the correctional institution and his subordinates, using their official position, entered inaccurate
information into accounting documents, payroll sheets and other documents on the payment of wages to
employees. The law enforcement officers noted that these employees did not actually fulfill their labor
duties, therefore there was no reason for the legal calculation of payments – almost 250,000 hryvnias.
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Different rooms have different occupancy – from 6 to 10 people. All beds are iron and outdated. It
can be seen that there is no repair, sometimes the walls are beaten and the wallpaper is damaged. The
windows are covered with polyethylene and closed with curtains, which prevents sunlight and ventilation,
as a result of which there is an unpleasant smell of dampness. There is a dining room which has two old
refrigerators and kitchen utensils. The toilet rooms were equipped with partitions and doors, but there was
a strong smell. There are no washstands, but there is an old system for washing hands, which is lined with
tiles. In addition, the monitors noticed broken sockets and light switches.

The convicts claimed that they did not have any comments on the conditions of detention, and also
could not clearly tell how the disinfection proceeds and where to get the disinfectants. Therefore, the
disinfection schedule raises significant doubts about its reliability. Some of the convicts did not have
masks.
DIZO / PKT cells have a washstand with cold water and a toilet with old plumbing in need of repair.
The cells have small windows through which the sunlight hardly enters. In some cells there was a specific
smell of sewage. The plumbing is old and in need of renovation. Drinking water is only available in the
food distribution room. However, the administration claimed that there was a well on the territory of the
institution and drinking water was flowing from the taps in the cells.
According to the head, the medical unit has a good supply of medicines, but there is still a lack of
such medicines: antipsychotics, tranquilizers, sleep drugs, biseptol.
When asked by the monitors about wages, some convicts could not answer, some called amounts
from 100 to 1000 hryvnia, although, according to the convicts, they work 8:00 a day, 5 days a week.
There is no access to drinking water at the factory, there is a toilet, but it is in a terrible unsanitary
condition.
Please, see report on the visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1601040895.
11. Visit to Konotop corrective center # 130, located in Sumska oblast. As of September 21, 2020,
115 convicts were serving their sentences in the center. The number of the colony administration is 100
people.
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Upon arrival at the facilities, the monitors were measured for temperature and asked to disinfect their
hands, and immediately began to disinfect the checkpoint. Interestingly, the administration ignored the
need for hand disinfection before entering the institution.
The institution has two living quarters, one is renovated and in excellent condition, the other requires
urgent repair. DIZO / PKT also requires repair, but the condition of the cells is generally acceptable. The
monitors noted that almost no sunlight enters the DIZO / PKT cells. Convicts in cells cannot open the
windows on their own. The administration assured that this option is not needed, since all cells are
equipped with forced ventilation systems.
Personal protective equipment is used only at the request of the convicted.
Please, see report on the visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1601543832.
12. Visit to Romenskaia colony # 56 (maximum level of security for recidivists and section of for life
prisoners) on 21 September. The colony is located in the village Perekrestovka of the Romny district of
the Sumy region, 12 km from the town of Romny. Planned filling of the colony – 760 men, at the time of
the visit in the institution held 551 convicts, including 58 life prisoners.
At the beginning, the monitors visited the wards where persons serving life sentences are detained.
The branch is located on the ground floor of a two-storey building, which was built in 1982. According to
the representatives of the colony, this department has been renovated and is their pride. The kitchen has a
modern two-chamber refrigerator and all necessary kitchen utensils. Drinking water in abundance. The
bathroom is fitted with a shower, washbasins and a washing machine. Living rooms are designed for two
people, bright. The living rooms have wooden beds and bedside tables. The leisure room has a plasma
TV. The department has a wet cleaning schedule and an emergency evacuation schedule.
It should be noted that there were only 8 people out of 58 serving sentences in this department.
In a whole the conditions for serving sentences in the colony are good.
The main working units are woodworking and sewing shops. There is a lot of dust in the
woodworking shop, but the workers work there without masks or gloves. According to the administration,
none of the workers have overalls, but they are provided with masks and gloves, however, they
themselves refuse to put them on. There is a constant strong roar, vibration is felt, but headphones on the
sawmill are also not issued to the workers.
None of the workers could accurately name their salary. Some of them indicated that it depends on
production and amounts to 300-400 hryvnia. Others refused to give numbers at all. At the time of the
visit, 116 people worked at the site.
Sanitary and anti-epidemic measures are at the proper level.
For more details see http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1601632498.
13. Visit to Dykanivska colony № 12 (medium security level for convicted people for the first time)
on 23 September. On the day of the visit, 590 people were detained in the colony. During the current year,
248 people were released from the colony. There are 6 people convicted under Art. 391 of the Criminal
Code of Ukraine. The number of the administration is 207 people.
The condition of living quarters meets the standards, there are plasma TVs.
The smell of food was quite acceptable in the dining room, the food itself had an appetizing
appearance. Only one cook in the dining room has a work schedule that meets the norms of labor
legislation and, according to him, he receives a salary of 1,200 hryvnias, working 4 hours a day.
According to other canteen employees, they work 12 hours non-stop and on weekends without receiving a
salary at all.
The monitors went to the industrial zone, the convicts were already standing in front of the entrance
to the production premises. When the monitors asked the employees about the salary, work schedule and
types of work performed, everyone was silent and did not even look up.
For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1605259349.
14. Visit to Poltavska colony #64 (medium security level for men convicted for the first time for
grave and especially grave crimes) on 24 September. The colony is located on the outskirts of Poltava in a
picturesque area on the edge of the forest. The total filling limit is 875 people. At the time of the visit, 455
convicts were serving sentences in the institution.
On the day of the monitors' visit to the colony, there were 7 convicts in the DIZO (disciplinary
isolator) sector, and 3 convicts in the PKT area. According to representatives of the administration, this is
the average rate of placement of convicts in pre-trial detention. Monitors talked freely with all convicts.
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None of them complained to the administration of the institution. DIZO / PKT cells are in satisfactory
condition.
The industrial zone consists of 4 sections: metalworking shop, welding shop, garage and sewing shop.
The monitoring group was the first to visit the metalworking and welding shops. There was a loud crash
and stench from the metalwork in the shop. The convicts worked in special clothes, but there were no
noise-protective headphones and respirators. The last monitors visited the sewing shop. There were no
pungent odors or loud noises in the shop. The monitoring group did not receive any complaints from
convicts. According to the administration of the colony, official labor contracts have been concluded with
all working convicts, and salaries are paid.

Please, see report on the visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1601466629.
15. Visit to Dnipro penitentiary institution №4 on 29 September. The purpose of the visit was to
monitor the conditions of maintenance and treatment of the interregional hospital at this institution
The interregional hospital consists of two departments – therapeutic and surgical. It is located in a
separate four-storey building. At the time of the visit, 78 convicts were in the hospital. The interviewed
convicts did not complain about the quality of treatment.
Convicts are housed in double and quadruple cells and cannot move freely around the wards. The
regime of detention of persons in the hospital is similar in terms of conditions to the regime of detention
in a pre-trial detention center. Each cell has a toilet separated by a low partition from the general part of
the cell. There is also a sink with cold water. Convicts have access to drinking water tanks. The repair is
satisfactory. Windows in opaque glass chambers, windows do not open, daylight and sunlight almost do
not enter the cameras. The chambers are stuffy and dark.
The institution has four devices for artificial lung ventilation, as well as a specialist for intubation of
patients. The institution is provided with personal protective equipment and every day a thorough
screening of all employees is carried out. According to the chief, all employees who have a temperature
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above 37 degrees or have suspicious symptoms are not allowed in the institution. The purchase of
personal protective equipment was carried out at the expense of charitable, religious and public
organizations. Masks are provided to convicts in case of communication with outsiders or going to court.
There are no PCR tests in the institution.
The surgical department has a four-bed operating room. In January 2020, the institution received a
license to conduct operations, but still does not have permission to use narcotic painkillers. Therefore,
operations are not performed, and the operating room is converted to an insulator. Only primitive
operations are performed.
At the end of the visit, a medical officer started arguing with the monitors, but he did not introduce
himself. He noted that the monitors grossly violated the law, especially the law on personal data
protection in relation to the staff of the DKVS, namely their medical part. He recalled last year's visit of
monitors, when monitors recorded on video the fact of failure to provide medical records, which they
were entitled to, and later posted the video on the Internet. The employee also noted that human rights
activists and lawyers only hinder the work of doctors, but when asked why they do not respond to
lawyers' inquiries, the representative withdrew from the answer and transferred the responsibility to the
branch of the Central Department of the DKVS. When asked why they conduct a medical commission for
terminally ill convicts who have grounds to be released from serving a health sentence for more than six
months, and some of the patients sometimes do not live to see the commission, the doctor blamed
imperfect legislation that doctors allegedly should not know. and perform.
See report on visit for more details: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1601882983.
16. Visit to Kamenskaia colony # 34 (located on the outskirts of the city of Kamenka of
Dnipropetrovska oblast) on 29 September, It has a minimum level of safety for women, including those
with children under 3 years old (now there are 14 such women in the colony). There are 304 convicts in
the colony and 199 employees on staff.
The short-term dating room has a separate bar-like area, disguised as a mirror, behind which a
representative of the administration sits during visits. The latter is fully able to observe and listen to the
conversation. This "secret mirror" is very difficult to miss and interferes with the privacy of the
interlocutors.
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In the medical part, no doctor on the infectious diseases. There is a well-equipped dental office, but,
unfortunately, dental prosthetics and treatment (filling) are not carried out. The convicts complained
about the poor quality of medical care, the lack of diagnostics in the medical unit and their unwillingness
to transfer them to other healthcare institutions. The convicts reported that the transfer to the city's
hospitals takes place exclusively at the expense of the convicts themselves.
There are 268 women in production – almost 90%. According to the administration, convicts receive
different salaries depending on the position, the complexity of the work and the number of products
produced. The convicts reported wages ranging from 170 hryvnia to 7000 hryvnia. All convicts work full
time from 7 am to 4 pm. However, one convict complained that in fact the working day lasted from 5:00
am to 7:00 pm. Indeed, at 5 pm, the monitors noticed a significant group of convicts heading from the
residential to the industrial zone, although the administration assured that they simply did not check in.
Please, see report for more details: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1601897924.
17. Visit to Petrovkskaia colony # 49 (maximum level of security for recidivists) on 30 September.
The colony is located in the middle of a field, near the village of Novy Starodub in the Kirovograd oblast.
At the time of the visit, 419 convicts were serving their sentences in the colony.
The documents of the monitoring group were checked very carefully, but were still allowed into the
protected area. Before entering the protected area, the monitors were subjected to temperature screening,
offered to disinfect their hands, and provided with protective suits and gloves.

The production in the institution is small and consists of a welded workshop, a forge, a boiler room
and a sewing workshop. Not all convicts who are ready to work can realize their desire. According to the
convicts, the average salary depends on the number of products produced and averages 2,000 hryvnia.
Some convicts assured that when there is a desire, you can earn money in the institution.
Disinfection is carried out in residential premises, but it is carried out irregularly.
At the time of the visit, there were nine convicts in the DIZO. Since the beginning of the year, there
have been 142 cases of placement in DIZO and 9 in PKT. DIZO PKT cells are outdated, but tidy. There is
drinking water in the cells, but there is almost no sunlight through the window. Convicts do not have the
opportunity to open the window on their own. There were no free cells in the DIZO during the visit. The
administration explained this by repairs.
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For more details see report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1601976711.
18. Visit to Kryvorizka Colony #80 in Dnipropetrovsk oblast (medium security level for convicted
people for the first time) on 1 October. Planned filling of the colony – 1200 men, at the time of the visit in
the institution held 834 convicts.
The previous monitoring visit took place on November 11, 2019, when the dining room, kitchen and
bathhouse were in a state of repair. Also, the institution had significant problems with the provision of
medical care and staffing of the medical unit with staff.
Now the bathhouse, dining room and kitchen have been completely renovated.
Unfortunately, the situation in the medical department has not changed since 2019. There is still no
boss there, there are only two doctors – a dentist and a part-time infectious disease specialist. Two
paramedics also work part-time. At the time of the visit, a dentist and one paramedic were on site. There
were 14 convicts in the medical unit. The paramedic told the monitors that the medical unit is able to
independently diagnose and treat only simple diseases. In other cases, convicts have to be taken to the
institutions of the Ministry of Health or to the institutions of the CPH of the DCAF of Ukraine.
The administration of the institution noted that there continues to be a problem with the parole of
convicts who have a positive characteristic and that the administration itself submits a petition for them.
Prosecutors object to such representations, and the court takes the side of the prosecutor's office. As a
result, 60 percent of applications are not satisfied. Convicted persons, in accordance with the current
legislation, have the right to be released on parole and continue to serve their sentences in a colony.
For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1602138720.
19. Visit to Sofievskaya colony # 45 (medium security level for men, disabled persons of groups 1
and 2, who need constant medical supervision and rehabilitation) on 1 October. The colony is located in
the village of Makorty, Sofievsky district, Dnepropetrovsk region, specially built in the 50s of the
twentieth century to serve the colony. The planned occupancy is 1202 people. At the time of the visit,
there were 312 convicts in the colony, about 100 were disabled.
At the entrance to the institution, the monitors were temperature screened and issued protective suits
with gloves, as well as offered masks. According to the colony's representatives, the personal protective
equipment was purchased at the administration's own expense.
The medical unit is located in a two-storey building. The entrance to the medical unit is not equipped
with a ramp. In front of the entrance there is a high porch with six steps. The side exit is equipped with a
ramp, but is not adapted for use by persons with disabilities.
The monitors note that, despite the large number of sick convicts in the institution, over the past three
years not a single convict has been released for health reasons.
For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1602148701.
20. Visit to Pyatikhatkaskaia colony # 122 (medium level of security for men-recidivists) on 2
October. The colony is located in Krasnoivanovka village, Pyatikhatsky district, Dnipropetrovsk oblast, 8
km from the town of Pyatikhatky. The planned occupancy is 1200 people, at the time of the visit there
were 834 convicts in the colony.
The monitoring group talked with the head of the medical unit, who assured that medical assistance is
provided to the convicts in a sufficient volume, there are enough medicines and doctors. However, later
the convicts told the monitors that the situation was actually much worse. In particular, medical assistance
is not provided to convicts on time, only the simplest medicines are available in the medical unit, and all
the rest must be purchased by the relatives of the convicts.
A convict who suffered a stroke addressed the monitors. His pressure periodically rises above
180/100, but in the medical unit they do not provide him with help, but instead they expel him with
obscene language.
In an effort to understand the situation that arose, the assistant to the people's deputy and the
journalists proceeded to the medical unit together with the sick convict. There the convict's pressure was
measured, it turned out to be 220/110. Since the numbers were large, the monitors asked for immediate
assistance to the convict. In response, the head of the medical unit began shouting at the patient and
insulting him. He also said that the convict himself does not drink the necessary medicines, and then
complains of a painful condition. But when the monitors scanned the list of prescribed medications, they
found that among them was Ibuprofen, which increases blood pressure. Of course, monitors cannot assess
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the quality of medical care, but they consider an insulting tone of conversation with a sick convict
unacceptable. Moreover, it is a well-known fact that hypertensive patients, especially in a state of
exacerbation, should not be worried, and the words of the head of the medical unit clearly caused stress in
the patient.

Monitors noticed two-story iron beds, according to representatives of the colony administration, this
is a temporary measure due to the renovation of the housing unit. For more details see the report on visit:
http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1602833521.
21. Visit to Bakhmut penitentiary institution # 6 (Donetsk region) on 7 October. The institution
performs the functions of a pre-trial detention center. On the basis of the institution there is a sector of life
imprisoned, which contains 54 people. There is also an economic block for prisoners sentenced to
imprisonment for a certain period, working as service personnel of the institution. There were 18 such
convicts at the time of the visit. The number of the administration of the institution is 339 people. In total,
the institution contains 742 prisoners and convicts.
At the time of the visit, 54 convicts were serving their sentences in the sector for persons imprisoned
for life. Most of the convicts are kept in cells 2 and 4. The cells are neat, almost every cell has a TV.
Some convicts keep cats in their cells. There were no empty cells in the sector. Walking yards are located
on the roof of the house and they are barely exposed to daylight, giving the impression of being in a
closed cell with a small opening for light to enter.
At the time of the visit, there were 20 patients in the medical unit. There is no shortage of personnel
and medicines. It seems that the medical unit is well equipped, there is a modern fluorograph and a
modern dental office. The dentist puts fillings on convicts, which is done quite rarely in penitentiary
institutions, usually only teeth are pulled. The laboratory has an apparatus for detecting the hepatitis C
virus. During the COVID-19 pandemic, two representatives of the administration of the institution were
ill with this disease.
For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1602501903
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22. Visit to Toretska colony #2 (medium security level for convicted people for the first time) on 7
October. The colony is located on the outskirts between the mounds in the city of Toretsk, Donetsk
region, where the line of contact between the Armed Forces of Ukraine and illegal armed groups. As
noted in previous reports, the colony was repeatedly shelled with the onset of hostilities and its location
near combat positions. At the time of the visit, 467 people were serving their sentences in the colony, and
the planned capacity was 1,350 people.
The colony has ten barracks-type residential units located in three-storey brick buildings with a
separate security yard. First, the monitors visited the last renovated residential department. The dining
room is bright and tidy, odorless, there are cells for storing personal food, refrigerator, electric kettle. The
sleeping area is designed for 15 people, some beds are separate and others close to each other, which
violates social distance and privacy. The room is large and spacious, sunlight falls in sufficient quantities.
The toilets were renovated the year before last. There are partitions and doors between the toilets, but the
partitions are low enough, which violates privacy. The convicts complained to the monitors that the
repairs were of poor quality and that new sewage pipes were leaking, which created an unpleasant odor
and mold on the walls and ceiling. According to the representatives of the colony, the leaking of sewage
pipes occurs because the new plastic pipes are connected to the old iron ones, and the convicts also spoil
them.
Other living quarters are even worse. The toilets have broken tiles on the walls and on the floor, but
representatives of the colony claim that repairs have begun in this room, but due to the lack of stable
funding, they cannot complete it. In other sections, the toilets have an old wash system and a shower. The
room has been partially redecorated, namely, the walls and ceiling have been painted. But this room looks
neglected. The toilets are built into the floor and lined with tiles, rather high partitions and doors between
them, there is no flush system. The kitchen is old and in need of renovation, there is a table, refrigerator
and storage compartments for personal food. The sleeping area is large and spacious, but all this space is
occupied by old iron beds, sometimes two-story ones, located close to each other. The room has a specific
smell and stuffy. There is mold on the walls in some places. In the living quarters there is a tank with
boiled drinking water.
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The medical part of the colony is in good condition and housed in a separate one-story building. On
the first floor there is a day hospital and patients are admitted, and on the second floor there are long-term
wards. The monitors were able to talk to the manager, who said that the institution has 11 positions of
doctors out of 13 and fully staffed junior medical staff. According to the head of the medical unit, the
institution is well supplied with medicines, there is also a new X-ray machine (479 pictures were taken in
2020) and quartz disinfection lamps have been installed in all offices. There is a dental office, the dentist
works up to 15 hours. The wards of the medical unit are in good condition: the walls and floor are
painted, the windows are metal-plastic. Everything is clean and tidy. Patients indicated that they received
sufficient medical care. There are 10 people in the hospital of the medical unit. The institution has 40
convicts suffering from hepatitis, 15 of them have hepatitis C. The medical unit has a device for general
blood tests, which performed more than 1,000 tests in 2020. All HIV patients receive therapy.
For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1603093203.

23. Visit to Bilenkivska Colony # 99 (medium security level for convicted people for the first time)
on 21 October. The colony is located in the village of Bilenke, Zaporozhye district, Zaporozhye region,
on the shores of the Kremenchug Reservoir, fifty kilometers from the city of Zaporozhye. The planned
filling of the colony is about 1000 people. On the day of the visit, there were 424 people in the colony.
In the beginning the monitors visited the premise department of № 1 institution. All residential
offices of the institution are block type. According to a representative of the colony, the department
underwent major repairs two years ago. On the ground floor, during the quarantine, there is a section for
isolation in case of detection of COVID-19. On the second floor there are rooms with about 30 convicts.
The rooms of the department get a lot of sunlight, so there is light and clear. The rooms have plastic
windows. Convicts can open windows for ventilation. Each room is designed for six people. Each room
has a TV and a separate toilet and shower. The department has a lounge. The dining room has a
refrigerator, electric kettles, microwave, multicooker and kitchen utensils.
However, other living quarters are much worse. Some rooms have been redecorated, but most of the
rooms require major repairs. The windows in the rooms are wooden and covered with rags. The room
mainly contains eight to ten people. The sleeping rooms are lined with bags of things that should be kept
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in the room for things. The toilets are located in the courtyard – one for two sections. The toilets are in
disrepair. There is an unpleasant specific odor, and there is mold on the walls in the hand washing room.
Washstands are installed in the bathrooms, dampness is felt in the rooms, there are traces of mold on the
walls. There is no boiled drinking water in all living quarters.
The colony has a workshop and production. The workshop is represented by a sewing shop and a
fishing net weaving shop. There are 106 convicts working in the institution. The territory of the industrial
zone is very large, but most of the facilities are conserved. At present, due to the reduction of orders in the
colony, production is represented only by polyethylene processing and metalworking. According to the
director of the proceedings, the convicts do not want to work. At the same time, when the monitors asked
a group of convicts about the number of wages, they laughed and did not answer. The deputy head of the
colony noted that the convicts work under civil law contracts.
Of the senior medical staff, only the head of the medical unit (therapist) and a dentist work in the
medical unit. In the medical part there is a digital fluorograph, devices for laboratory tests. There is also a
dental office. The dentist visits the institution twice a week and not only removes but also treats the teeth.
The institution is fully equipped with medicines. Unlike other institutions in the region, HIV viral load
tests are performed every three months and the level of CD-4 cells is determined. The convicts did not
complain about the quality of medical care.
For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1603789866.
24. Visit to Vilnianska colony # 20 (medium security level for convicted people for the first time) on
22 October. The planned filling of the colony is 900 people. On the day of the visit, there were 388 people
in the colony. The peculiarity of the institution is the presence of a psychiatric hospital.
The institution has nine residential offices. All of them are a block system. The bedrooms have many
bunk beds, which is contrary to European penitentiary rules and CPT recommendations. Only in some
departments the mold is almost absent. A leak has occurred in the toilets, which has resulted in mold and
mildew. Therefore, it has been flowing here for a long time.
Only two washbasins are installed at the entrance to the canteen, which is clearly not enough for
almost four hundred convicts. Soap and towels were also missing at the time of the visit.
Ninety convicts work in the industrial zone. The colony specializes in the production of wooden
pallets. The workers did not have goggles or headphones. The convicts later showed the glasses and said
they did not use them because of the inconvenience.
The monitors also visited the institution's psychiatric hospital. There the convicts are kept in cells
with cosmetic repairs. Reinforced plastic windows have been installed, which convicts can open.
However, the monitors found that there were no toilets in the cells. Therefore, in order to go to the toilet,
the convicted person must ask the person on duty. The problem is further complicated by the fact that
there is no junior medical staff in the institution and its function is performed by the convicts themselves.
Convicts in the hospital eat separately. Food comes in special containers from the shared kitchen.
For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1603878627.
25. Visit to Kamianska colony #101 (medium level of security for men-recidivists) on 23 October.
The planned filling of the colony is 700 people. On the day of the visit, there were 384 people in the
colony. The number of the administration is 201 people. Since the beginning of the year, 146 convicts
have been released from the institution.
The monitors talked to the convicts placed in the DIZO. All convicts agreed with the disciplinary
sanctions applied to them.
The institution has ten residential offices, all of them – block system. The four departments have been
overhauled and have good conditions. The unrepaired premises have bunk beds throughout. The premises
are abandoned, but in some places there are cosmetic repairs. Some blocks were stuffy and had an
unpleasant smell. In the premises there are wooden windows covered with rags. In the sanitary rooms the
hand washing system is in disrepair. The pipes are rusty, there is mold on the walls and tiles.
For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1603963969.
26. Visit to Orihivska colony # 88 (medium level of security for men-recidivists) on 28 October. The
planned filling of the colony is 744 people. On the day of the visit, there were 399 people in the colony.
According to representatives of the colony, water is supplied from its own well. Each compartment
has a tank with boiled drinking water. However, the convicts are forced to design with their own hands
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various water purification devices for filtering drinking water from tanks, which raises doubts about the
quality of this water. In some departments, drinking water tanks were empty.
The colony produces metal products, trash bins and wooden drums, there is also a sewing workshop
and a garage where car parts are repaired. In the mechanical repair shop, metal staples are made. The
sewing workshop produces canvas gloves and medical masks. Painting work was carried out in the
garage. In the woodworking shop, timber was harvested for the manufacture of wooden drums for highvoltage wires. The monitors communicated with each employee of the enterprise in different workshops.
Absolutely everyone, except for one foreman of the sewing shop, could not name the amount of their
remuneration for the work done. The monitors also note that the workers are not familiar with the safety
regulations and labor protection. They do not use personal protective equipment – safety glasses, gloves
and earplugs, although they are available.
For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1603985557.
27. Visit to Sofiivska colony # 55 (medium level of security) on 29 October. There is an interregional hospital for convicts with tuberculosis on the territory of the colony. The institution also has a
sector of maximum level of security for those sentenced to life imprisonment. The planned capacity of the
institution is about 800 people. At the time of the visit, 468 convicts were serving sentences in the
institution. The administration of the colony is 185 people.
The colony has 5 filled premises in the medium security sector. All departments have plastic
windows and a roof overhauled. Major repairs have been made in 2 departments. In 3 other departments,
there is a significant shortage of living space per convict. Almost all beds are bunk beds. The living area
per convict is less than 3 square meters. m., which contradicts national norms that determine the rate of 4
square meters. m per convict, and the European Penitentiary Rules, where for one convict there is 6 sq. m.
Repairs in the living quarters are very old, there are traces of past floods on the ceiling and walls. In some
places there is fungus and mold. Insufficient daylight enters these rooms through the windows covered
with old rags.
In the sector of the maximum level of security there are 63 prisoners sentenced to life imprisonment.
They are kept in cells with 2 and 4 beds. In some cells, bunk beds are placed and occupied, which is
contrary to the European Penitentiary Rules. The colony administration is gradually carrying out major
repairs in the cells. All cells have metal-plastic windows. There is enough sunlight, the convicts are able
to independently open the windows to ventilate the room.
There is an inter-regional hospital for convicts with tuberculosis on the territory of the colony.
According to the head of the hospital, the staff of medical staff is almost 100% and consists of 65 people.
The hospital has a laboratory with modern medical equipment.
The disciplinary isolator is located in the basement. The premises have been overhauled. The cells are
designed for two people, have metal-plastic windows, but the convicts are not able to open the windows
on their own if necessary and are forced to ask the colony staff to do so. In total, since the beginning of
the year, a disciplinary sanction in the form of placement in DIZO has been applied 275 times. The
monitors talked to people who were in DIZO. There were no complaints, all agreed on the fairness of
disciplinary action.
For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1604057373.
28. Visit to Vilniansk penal institution # 11 (Zaporizhia oblast) on 29 October. This institution
performs the functions of a pre-trial detention center, at the time of the visit 270 people were in custody at
the pre-trial detention center. On the basis of the institution there is a sector of life imprisonment, where
96 people are kept, and an economic unit for convicts, first-time prisoners, who work as service personnel
of the institution. At the time of the visit, there were 21 such convicts. The administration of the
institution is 141 people.
In the life imprisonment sector, convicts are held in cells of up to 8 people. Mostly there are 4
convicts in the cells. Almost all cells have bunk beds, on the second floor of which convicts sleep, which
is contrary to European penitentiary rules. There are no drinking water tanks in the cells, but convicts can
boil running water from the tap with their own electric kettles, which are available in almost every cell.
Some cells have mold on the ceiling in some places. The positive is the installation of metal-plastic
windows in the cells, which convicts are able to open on their own to ventilate the cells.
For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1604484411.
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29. Visit to Druzhelyubivsky correctional center on 30 October. The center is located in the village of
Kamyane, Vilniansk district, Zaporizhia oblast. It should be noted that finding the center was quite
difficult, because it is located in another village, contrary to the name. At the time of the visit, 122
convicts were serving their sentences at the center. The number of personnel of the center is 56 people.
In residential premises, the norm of living space per convict is not observed due to the installation of
two-storey beds in almost every living room. Representatives of the administration explain this by the
liquidation of other correctional centers and the transfer of convicts to this institution, so they are forced
to deviate from the established norms.
There is no medical unit in the institution. There is no paramedic, and there are no medications. If
medical care is required, convicts must write an application to visit a local hospital accompanied by a
representative of the administration. There is also the problem of re-issuing declarations with family
doctors and continuing the disability group.
For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1604567697.
30. Visit to Sokyryanska colony # 67 (medium security level for convicted people for the first time)
on 4 November.
This institution is located in the village of Sokyryany, Chernivtsi oblast, in a controlled border strip
near the border with the Republic of Moldova.
There is a sector of maximum level of security, an arrest center and a social rehabilitation sector for
convicts. At the time of the visit, 273 people were serving sentences in the colony. The number of the
administration of the institution is 210 employees. Since the beginning of this year, 134 people have been
released from the colony.
The colony has five medium-security housing units in two local sectors, and two units have been
conserved. All branches of the block system. 176 convicts are serving sentences in the sector. The
monitors spoke to the convicts, who were generally satisfied with the conditions of detention and had no
complaints.
In the maximum level security sector, persons convicted of serious and especially serious intentional
crimes serve their sentences. The convicts are serving their sentences in cells that can be considered as
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separate dormitories of the block type (the size of one of the cells visited is 52 square meters). There are
65 people serving sentences in the sector.
There are 8 to 10 people in the cells. Each cell is equipped with a corner for cooking and eating. The
existing toilet is fenced off with a wall and a door.
13 people are serving their sentences in the arrest center. Some cells on the site are equipped with
bunk beds. When asked by monitors about the availability of drinking water, the convicts answered that
they drank tap water. The cameras are in a state of disrepair, not enough daylight, because the windows
are draped with rags.
In the dining room monitors saw fish that thawed and had an unpleasant appearance and smell. The
monitors did not smell the food from the freshly cooked dinner.

For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1604655032.
31. Visit to Mohyliv-Podilskyi colony # 114 (medium security level for convicted people for the first
time) on 4 November. The institution is located in the Vinnytsia region, in the village of Skazantsi, which
is 14 kilometers from Mohyliv-Podilskyi. The planned filling of the colony is 313 people. On the day of
the visit, there were 231 people in the colony. Since the beginning of the year, 47 convicts have been
released from the institution. The number of the personnel of the colony is 169 employees.
16 convicts work at the production. The woodworking shop makes wooden pavilions and street
benches, and the car repair shop repairs two cars. The monitors noticed that the convicts did not use
personal protective equipment, but at the request of the monitors, the convicts confirmed that they were
available. According to workers, they do not prefer to use goggles or headphones. Also, all employees
reported that they work under civil law contracts and receive a monthly salary of 1,500 to 1,600 hryvnias.
The institution has 6 living premises, which are located in two buildings. All premises are of block
type. In some living rooms there are traces of flooding and mold is visible in some places. The rooms are
stale with stale air, and some rooms are damp. Living quarters were not heated at the time of the visit.
Monitors did not notice the schedule of disinfection of premises and disinfectants in the departments.
Representatives of the colony claimed that all this was in the medical unit.
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The convicts had no complaints about the conditions of detention. Also, when communicating with
the convicts, it turned out that almost all of them do not attend breakfast, which may indicate poor quality
food.
At the time of the visit, there were four people in the DIZO. Since the beginning of the year,
disciplinary sanctions have been applied 126 times. The cameras are designed for two people and are
bright enough – plastic windows are installed. Convicts do not have the opportunity to open the window
on their own, for this you need to call a junior inspector. Also, the cells have washbasins and a toilet, but
in one cell there is no partition between the toilet and the living area, in the other – instead of a toilet a
hole in the floor, the sewage from which the convicts wash off with a hose sticking out of the wall. This
hole in the floor was closed with a self-made plug. There are no tanks with drinking water, convicts are
forced to drink tap water.
Persons in the disciplinary detention center had no complaints about the conditions of detention.
For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1604914410.
32. Visit to Ladyzhynska colony # 39 (maximum level of security for recidivists and section of for
life prisoners) on 5 November. The institution is located in the village of Gubnyk in the Vinnytsia region.
At the time of the visit, there were 265 people in the colony, and the planned filling of the institution was
609 people. Since the beginning of this year, 27 people have been released from the colony.
Dinner was being prepared during the visit, but there was an unpleasant and pungent smell of stale
fried fish in the dining room. Monitors noticed that the thawed beef did not appear to be edible. Monitors
also noticed bony fried fish. Representatives of the institution were unable to show sanitary books for
canteen staff at the request of monitors.
The colony has a woodworking shop and a charcoal barbecue shop. The woodworking shop produces
wood chips. The production employs 187 people. The monitors spoke to employees who said they were
working under civil law contracts and could not clearly answer questions about the amount of
remuneration. There is no information on the information stands about the amount of remuneration for the
work done.
The colony has three local precincts with two branches. All living quarters have old wooden
windows. Also, each department has its own autonomous heating, namely solid fuel stoves. The room has
undergone cosmetic repairs. Rooms are designed for 2-4 people. There are old iron beds in the rooms.
The order in the rooms is maintained by the convicts themselves, so some rooms look better and some
look worse. Dining rooms are poorly equipped, with a minimum number of appliances.
There are washrooms in the corridors of the premises. Toilets are located in the yard. According to
representatives of the colony, preparations are underway to equip toilets in the offices.
For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1605001677.
33. Visit to Kryzhopilsky center # 113 on 5 November. The center is located in the village of
Gorodkivka, Vinnytsia region, 13 kilometers from the city of Kryzhopil. The planned filling of the center
is 216 convicts. At the time of the visit, 88 people were serving sentences in the institution. The number
of the administration is 75 people.
There are 52 convicts working in the institution. Production is represented only by woodworking and
carpentry shops. They make wood chips, beams and various wood products (benches, gazebos, etc.).
There are 27 convicts working at the center. All convicts at work work under civil law contracts.
According to the administration of the institution, 25 convicts work outside the center at the
Vinnytsia Poultry Farm. Poultry farm has concluded employment contracts with all convicts, and convicts
receive a minimum wage.
The institution has a subsidiary farm, which raises cattle in the amount of 30 heads, pigs in the
amount of 35 heads, there are also sheep and goats. The subsidiary farm is used for its own needs.
For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1605167505.
34. Visit to Vinnitska penal institution # 1 (pre-trial detention center, sector for life prisoners and
sector for prisoners serving the institution) on 6 November.
This institution is located in the city of Vinnytsia. At the time of the visit, there were 1,059 people in
the institution, of which 691 were in pre-trial detention center, 336 were sentenced to life imprisonment,
and 31 were in the serving department. The number of personnel of the prison administration is 272
employees.
The purpose of the visit was to monitor the conditions of detention of persons serving life sentences.
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At the time of the monitors' visit, dinner was being prepared in the kitchen, smelling of food. There
are renovated kitchen shops for cutting meat and fish, vegetable shops are divided into a shop for dirty
and clean vegetables. The cooking shop is quite clean and spacious and equipped with serviceable boilers
for cooking. Monitors noticed fried fish packaged in pots and mashed potatoes.
In the sector for life imprisonment, convicts are kept in cells from 2 to 4 people. There is also a multiseat cell for convicts who have served 10 years of sentence and whose behavior has shown that they can
serve their sentences in a multi-bed cell. Some cells accommodate and occupy bunk beds, which is
contrary to European penitentiary regulations. Wooden windows were installed in the cameras that visited
the monitors. The heating of the chambers is carried out centrally, as well as throughout the institution.
All the cells were warm, sometimes hot.
The multi-bed cell has been modernly renovated, the dining room is elegant, there is modern kitchen
furniture and appliances. There are two showers, which are separated by partitions and curtains.
Walking places are located on the roof. They are almost completely blocked, so they do not get
enough sunlight.
For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1605089157.
35. Visit to Litynska colony # 123 (medium security level for convicted people for the first time) on 6
November. The planned filling of the colony is 336 people, on the day of the visit there were 213
convicts. The colony is located in the village of Lityn, 31 km from Vinnitsa city.
According to the medical staff, they are fully equipped with disinfectants, but there are problems with
the supply of medicines through a centralized supply system: first, the medical unit must compile a list of
necessary drugs and medicines and pass it to the appropriate branch of the DKVS. It transmits the lists of
necessary medicines from all medical units subordinated to it to the DKVS Health care centку, which
purchases drugs and medicines, and then distributes them among the branches of the DKVS , which
distribute them among the subordinate medical units. The medicines ordered by the medical unit of the
Lityn colony in 2019 were received only in October 2020. Lack of efficiency in the supply of necessary
medicines poses a threat of a situation when it is impossible to provide the necessary medical care to a
convict who needs it in time. According to the colony administration, prior to the reform of medicine in
the penitentiary system, when medical units were directly subordinated to the colony, such situations did
not arise due to the possibility to purchase the necessary drugs during the day at the expense of the
colony's special account. According to the dentist, there are problems with the supply of consumables for
the treatment and filling of teeth.
On the day of the visit, there were 7 people in the DIZO and 2 people in the PKT. Since the beginning
of the year, 140 people have been subject to disciplinary action. The disciplinary isolator is located in the
basement of the administrative building, so it is damp and moldy. The cameras are designed for 1-4
people. The walls in the cells are rubbed and covered with spots of mold and fungus, and traces of
flooding are also visible. The toilet is separated from the cell by a low wall, a door. missing. In addition,
the privacy of convicts in pre-trial detention is violated by the fact that the inspector can fully see the
toilet from the entrance to the cell. There is a metal-plastic window that can be opened from the camera.
Boiled drinking water is provided in plastic bottles – it does not appear to be drinkable, and those in the
cell said they were drinking tap water. The convicts were in outerwear because it was quite cold in DIZO.
Production is represented by metalworking and woodworking shops. The woodworking shop
produces wood chips, handles, a base for playgrounds, and the metalworking shop produces wrought-iron
benches. 71 people work at the production. The convicts reported that they worked under civil law
contracts and could not clearly answer the question about the amount of remuneration.
For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1605787355.
36. Visit to Vinnitska colony # 86 (medium security level for men-recidivists) on 7 November. The
planned filling of the institution is 526 convicts, 384 convicts were serving sentences at the time of the
visit to the colony. The number of the personnel of the colony is 150 employees.
The institution has 7 living premises, which are located in 3 local sectors. All premises are of block
type. In many rooms it is quite cold, so convicts are forced to wear outerwear. Each department has a tank
with drinking water, hand sanitizers are absent.
In some living rooms, the norms of living space per convict are clearly not observed. At the same
time, monitors found a room opposite the crowded room, where only two convicts slept. This room was
equipped with a large-diagonal TV, audio system, electric kettle, coffee maker, drinking water container
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and KLIN STREAM hand sanitizer. Note that alcohol-based products are prohibited for storage and use
by convicts. Convicts whose beds are located in this room are kept in much better conditions than other
people serving their sentences in this institution, which discriminates against the latter group. The
administration of the institution could not explain such a difference in the conditions of detention and the
principle according to which convicts are assigned to one or another bed.

At the time of the visit, there were 6 people in DIZO cells. Since the beginning of the year, a
disciplinary sanction in the form of placement in DIZO has been applied 47 times. During the visit, some
of the cameras were repaired, while others underwent current cosmetic repairs. The cells have metalplastic windows, which convicts can open on their own. The cells have washbasins, toilets separated by a
partition and a door. There was no drinking water in the cells where the convicts were kept, so detainees
had to drink tap water. Promenades are equipped with sports equipment. Persons held in the disciplinary
detention center had no complaints about the conditions of detention.
For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1605527840.
37. Visit to Stryzhavska colony # 81 (medium security level for men-recidivists) on 8 November. The
institution is located in the town of Stryzhavka, Vinnytsia region. At the time of the visit, there were 441
convicts in the colony. 216 people have been released from the colony this year.
According to the colony's representatives, 63 convicts work at the detention center. Production is
represented by woodworking, PET processing, production of metal structures and PET furniture.
Convicts work under civil law contracts from 8 to 17 hours, salary, according to them, from 600 to 2000
UAH. month.
There is an inter-regional multidisciplinary hospital in the territory of the colony. It includes 4
departments (infectious, therapeutic, surgical and ophthalmological). At the time of the monitors' visit to
the hospital, 36 patients were being treated – 6 in the ophthalmology department, 5 in the surgical
department, 7 in the therapeutic department, and 18 in the infectious department, including 1 seriously ill
convict.
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The hospital has a laboratory with modern medical equipment that allows you to conduct research on
the viral load of HIV in the blood, the level of CD cells, to do general tests of blood, urine and feces, PCR
tests for hepatitis C.
For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1605606038.
38. Visit to Pivnichna colony # 90 on 20 November. The institution is located on the northern
outskirts of Kherson. It has a very large area. According to the administration of the institution, the
perimeter of the colony is 3 kilometers. Planned filling – 1,015 people. The colony has a medium security
section for re-convicted men, a pre-trial detention center and a social rehabilitation section, which,
according to the administration, is the largest in Ukraine. In all, there are 790 convicts and prisoners in all
three precincts.
Initially, the monitors visited a social rehabilitation section where 67 people are serving their
sentences in view of imprisonment, which were commuted to restriction of liberty. Most convicts in this
sector work at contractors' offices, where they receive a salary of at least 4,000 hryvnias, and in some
cases 8,000 hryvnias. However, the convicts interviewed by the monitors could not clearly state the
amount of their salary.
Residential premises of section of medium security level need repair. In some places, mold can be
seen on the walls and ceiling. Many living rooms have large wooden windows. The convicts said they
had to cover the windows with scotch tape and other materials, as well as cover them with various rags to
protect themselves from drafts. Therefore, the living rooms are quite dark and there is not enough
daylight.
The bedrooms have many bunk beds. In some places, the living space per convict is less than 2.5
square meters, which contradicts national standards, which set the norm of 4 square meters per convict,
and the European Penitentiary Rules, where one convict provides for 6 square meters. In pre-trial
detention centers, the norm of living space is 2.5 square meters, which is even more than in this
institution.
At the time of the visit, 11 people were serving disciplinary sanctions in DIZO, and one person in
PKT. In total, at the beginning of the year, disciplinary sanctions in the form of placement in DIZO were
applied 394 times, in the form of placement in PKT – 15 times.
There were five people in the DIZO cells, which were visited by monitors. In total, the camera is
designed for seven violators of the regime. The window in the cell was covered with a rag, through which
no light entered. According to the convicts, they are forced to curtain the window due to constant drafts
and, as a result, cold.
The window is too high that convicts can open or close without effort. The toilet is enclosed by a wall
without doors and is in an abandoned state. The hole in the toilet is closed with a plastic bottle. There is
also a washbasin. There is no flushing in the toilet, so flushing is done with sewage from the sink.
During the visit, the beds in the cells were fastened to the wall. The convicts complained that the
administration was forcing them to fasten their beds. The two small benches at the table are clearly not
enough to accommodate the five people who were in the cell, let alone the seven that the cell is designed
for. The administration of the colony explained the need to fasten the beds to the walls with an order –
stamp "for official use" № 30/5. Unfortunately, this order is not public and therefore cannot restrict the
rights of convicts who cannot read it and therefore should not comply with its requirements.
According to the paramedic, there is not enough medicine in the medical unit due to delays in the
centralized supply of medicines and the lack of opportunity to get the necessary medicine quickly. This
creates significant difficulties and threats to the provision of emergency medical care to convicts, as the
need for certain drugs cannot be predicted in advance. Often after ordering you need to wait a whole year
for delivery of the drug.
For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1606147868.
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39. Visit to Snihurivska colony # 5 – a specialized tuberculosis hospital (medium security level for
men-recidivists) on 21 November. The institution is located in the village of Central of the Nikolaev area.
The peculiarity of the institution is the location of the interregional specialized tuberculosis hospital. The
institution has a pre-trial detention center, a detention center and a medium-security section for convicts
with tuberculosis. At the time of the visit, 117 people were being held in the institution. Planned filling of
the institution – 583 convicts. Since the beginning of the year, 56 convicts have been released from the
institution.
Budget allocations for the maintenance of the colony for 2019 should amount to 50 million hryvnias
in accordance with the budget request of the institution. However, in fact, the institution received only 20
million. The amount of actual funds received to improve detention conditions was 4,000 hryvnias per
month. All work to improve the conditions of detention of convicts is almost 100% financed from the
special fund of the institution, which is filled with income from production.
The medical part contains a modern laboratory, where you can conduct the full range of necessary
research. In particular, the institution conducts tests on the level of viral load for convicts with HIV. The
institution also has a device for detecting hepatitis, but the cartridges for it are over for today. The
institution also has a modern Italian X-ray machine and a telemedicine machine. The staff and convicts
are provided with personal protective equipment, which was purchased at the expense of the Health Care
Center. As for the DKVS employees, the state did not allocate funds for protective equipment and had to
purchase them at the institution's own expense (special fund) and at the expense of charitable
organizations.
The institution has six residential premises. Some of them serve as a hospital of the medical unit. All
departments – block type. Convicts live in rooms on two-three persons. Living space for one convict is
enough. The offices are very warm. Heating is provided by its own coal-fired boiler room. The windows
and front doors in the wards are covered with cloth. Each department has its own dining room. Due to
this, convicts with various forms of tuberculosis are isolated from each other during meals.
There is constant video surveillance in the disciplinary isolator. The cameras are aimed so that the
observer has the opportunity to see the bed and toilet. At the same time supervision is carried out by the
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woman. This is contrary to the case law of the European Court of Human Rights under Article 8 of the
Convention (right to privacy).
For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1607414999.
40. Visit to Daryivska colony № 10 on 22 November.
The institution is located in the village Daryivka near the city of Kherson. The planned filling of the
institution is 1,067 people. At the time of the visit, 573 convicts were serving sentences in the institution.
115 people have been released from the institution this year. The peculiarity of the institution is that it
houses a regional multidisciplinary hospital.
After passing the checkpoint, the monitors noticed a cage, which turned out to be a place for convicts
to wait for short-term and long-term visits of relatives. This method of holding convicts while awaiting
visits contradicts the penitentiary legislation of Ukraine and the European penitentiary legislation.
Especially since in the cold season, convicts, waiting, are forced to freeze indefinitely. In addition, such a
cage is not equipped with a barrier against precipitation and excessive sunlight.

The regional hospital has three departments: infectious, surgical and therapeutic, which have
neurological beds. According to the doctor on duty, the surgical department has a license to perform
surgery and use anesthesia. On the day of the visit, there were 94 patients in the hospital, including 40 in
the surgical department, 33 in the therapeutic department, and 21 in the infectious disease department.
Among the patients were two seriously ill.
The hospital has a medical advisory commission, which draws conclusions about the presence or
absence of the convict's illnesses, which are grounds for release from further imprisonment. The
commission has solved to release nine convicts this year. However, only in four cases were such persons
released by the court.
According to the doctor on duty, there are plenty of medicines in the institution, although the convicts
complained about their absence and the need to buy expensive medicines from relatives. In addition, the
institution conducts laboratory tests, but the study of viral load in the institution is not conducted, and the
selected samples are sent to the other hospital.
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Unlike the inter-regional multidisciplinary hospital at the Dnipro Penitentiary № 4, the wards do not
look like cell-type premises. The wards are quite light, there is an ongoing renovation. Toilets in the
wards are enclosed by walls.
There are ten residential departments in the colony. They are all inhabited. Although most rooms in
the residential area adhere to the norms of living space per convict, in some places there is overcrowding.
The third and fifth wards sometimes have bunk beds, which is contrary to European penitentiary rules and
the Recommendations of the European Committee for the Prevention of Torture. The monitors find the
system of distribution of convicts between rooms strange, as sometimes in rooms with approximately the
same area in one room live three convicts, and in another – 12-18 convicts. The administration of the
institution could not clearly explain to the monitors the principle of placement of convicts. The
administration spoke about the distribution of convicts according to the principle of residence and date of
birth of convicts.
For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1606986669.
41. Visit to Holoprystanska colony # 7 on 23 November. The institution is located in the village of
Stara Zbruivka, Holoprystan district, Kherson region. It is a medium security institution for men. The
peculiarity of the institution is that it has an interregional specialized tuberculosis hospital. On the day of
the visit, there were 94 people in the institution, of whom 71 were in treatment and 23 were engaged in
household services. The planned filling of the institution is 502 people.
Conditions of residence and treatment of convicts are good.
The interregional specialized tuberculosis hospital has 85 full-time medical staff. On the day of the
visit, only 5 positions were vacant. According to the head of the hospital, there is no shortage of
medicines in the institution. Recently, the latest fourth-generation drugs for the treatment of tuberculosis
have been purchased. During the year 5 convicts died in the institution. The Medical Advisory
Commission has declared eight convicts to be released on health grounds. Four of them were released by
the court, one of whom died pending actual release, three were denied by the court and one died without a
court decision.
For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1606296399.
42. «Visit to institution with unknown name». It is title of the report on KHPG monitoring visit on 24
November and that’s why.
KHPG monitors wanted to visit the state institution "Kherson Correctional Colony (№ 61) –
Interregional Specialized Tuberculosis Hospital" (name – according to the official website of the DKVS).
At the entrance to the building of the branch of the Health Care Center DKVS in the Kherson region was
a sign with the name of the above institution.
However, at the next post, the woman assured that the penal colony had been liquidated a year ago.
When asked if the hospital remained, she replied that she allegedly knew nothing and that monitors
should go to the chief at the address: st. Perekopskaya, 10a, Kherson.
At this address there was a checkpoint of the pre-trial detention center, where the monitors were told
that the hospital was located exactly at the address where they came from. Upon her return, the woman
called the head of the SIZO. Arriving 15 minutes later, he said that the Ministry of Justice itself did not
know what his name was, and that the colony had long since been disbanded and the specialized hospital
was under the control of a pre-trial detention center.
The monitoring visit still took place.
Conditions in the wards of the hospital's residential wards are unsatisfactory. The chambers are
clearly in need of repair, the windows are old wooden, covered with foil and rags. Mold and traces of past
floods can be seen on the ceilings.
The monitors then visited the sector DIZO/PKT, which currently houses a quarantine section and an
arrest house. The head of the institution said that due to the coronavirus epidemic, all newly arrived
convicts are in isolation for 14 days, after which they are distributed among the wards. The monitors were
able to communicate with the convicts who were in quarantine.
The toilet is fenced off by a low broken wall. The toilet is dirty and in a state of disrepair. The hole in
the toilet closes a spherical bag with an unknown content.
The convicts complained about the lack of heating in the cell, humidity, cold, fungus and mold on the
walls, as well as the lack of drinking water. The administration of the institution explained that there is
still no heating in the whole city, and the institution is heated centrally.
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For more details see the report on visit: http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1606746979.

4.2. Development of the system for legal aid to victims of torture and ill treatment
See sections 2,3. KHPG provides the legal aid to the victims of human rights violations with the
qualified work of KHPG lawyers.
4.3. Analytical, research, law-making and lobbying activities
Sociological survey
KHPG jointly with the Kharkiv Institute of Social Research carried on a research in order to provide a
comparative analysis of opinions of ordinary citizens and police officers on the scale of spread of
unlawful violence in police activity. The research was aimed at studying the following problems: analyzes
the attitude towards the problem of unlawful violence in police and its admissibility; studies the opinion
of Ukrainians on the dynamics of change in this area in recent years, the causes of unlawful violence and
possible ways of improvement of the situation; compares the data for 2004–2020. For the first time it
examines the gender based aspect of unlawful violence and the problem of spread of discrimination of
women in the police.
It was the eighth sociologic research of this nature (previous researches conducted in 2004, 2009,
2010, 2011, 2015, 2017, 2018. The conclusions and recommendations of the research contain the specific
recommendations on preventing the unlawful violence through institutional changes in police activity.
Results of the sociological research have published in the book National monitoring of unlawful violence
in police in Ukraine in 2020 in Ukrainian (http://library.khpg.org/index.php?id=1602823656) and in
English (http://library.khpg.org/index.php?id=1603864428), see also the section 2.2.7.2 «Publicatins».
The following methods of monitoring and information collecting have been used:
– survey of the population of five regions of Ukraine (3 000 persons in Kyiv, Kharkiv, Lviv,
Vinnitsya and Odesa regions) by the method of structured interview at the place of residence of the
respondent;
– survey of 2 120 police officers by the method of questionnaires using original tools.
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Key conclusions are as follows.
1. Most of the respondents assessed the police as inefficient – it was indicated by 56,2 %. It should be
noted that in comparison with 2018 national research the number of people dissatisfied with the police
increased by 3,5 %.
2. Among the police officers the police reform is considered successful only by every third patrol
policeman (32 %) and 13,9 % of the representatives of other police units. The number of people who
believe the reform to be a failure is greater among the police in general (58,5 %), and among patrol
officers (37,7 %). Almost every fourth said that the reform is not finished yet.
3. The research demonstrated the total spread of overwork of the police officers and the lack of
compensation for it. Most of all interviewed police officers in one way or another do not believe their
wages to be sufficient for support of normal level of living (patrol officers – 93,8 %, other police officers
– 93,9 %). Most police officers do not have their own residence (patrol officers – 62,6 %, other police
officers – 54,9 %). The above-mentioned work conditions force most of the police officers to consider
resignation, in particular, every fifth officer plans to resign within a year (patrol officers – 22,3 %, other
police officers – 17,8 %). Like ten years ago, the rights of the police officers to decent work conditions
are constantly violated, their satisfaction with work decreases, the people burn out and it becomes a
significant factor of neglect of citizens’ rights in the future.
4. In 2020 once again no systemic measures were taken to improve the situation – neither the changes
in law enforcement activity, nor the changes in the system of indicators. The system of investigation of
cases of unlawful violence in the police was not changed, neither was the system of professional selection
and training of the police officers.
5. Assessing the general tendencies of unlawful violence (beatings, tortures, intimidation) in the
police, most of the respondents (51,8 %) indicated that they believed such cases spread. After a small
decrease in the number of such cases in 2018 the scale of this phenomenon returned to the indicators of
past years and constituted over 698 000 a year. The estimated number of cases of beating and infliction of
bodily injuries during the arrest has also increased and constituted, accordingly, 559 140, and the number
of cases of use of unlawful violence during the investigation doubled and constituted 419 355 cases a
year. At the same time almost 100 000 people are subjected to various kinds of tortures (ranging from
hurting and torture with thirst or non-provision of medical assistance) every year.
6. Dozens of police officers from among those who got in the sample said that in recent 12 months
they witnessed the cases of beatings, infliction of suffering ad torture many times, and 78 – that those
happened once. The police officers who witnessed the ill-treatment said that most often the victims are
subjected to beatings, bodily injuries, insults and degrading treatment. However, at the same time the
opinion of the police officers about the spread of unlawful violence is significantly different from the
opinion of the population. Thus, it is considered “very widespread” by less than one percent of the police
officers, and the number of those who believe that the violence is rather spread does not exceed 5 %. Over
a half of the police workers believe that unlawful violence in the police is not a spread phenomenon.
7. The most important factor that influences the spread of unlawful violence in the police is the lack
of system of effective investigation of such cases, as well as the lack of full and objective statistical data
about that phenomenon. The current system of data collection is locked on the state authorities which
work in the conditions of the conflict of interests. Most of the persons whose rights were violated by the
police (72,9 %) never filed official complaints. Thus, the system of investigation and collection of
complaints about the police is not trusted and used. Therefore, the work of the State Bureau of
Investigations and Prosecutor General’s Office cannot be called efficient – they work with a small
number of cases of violence and do not even know the full picture.
8. A significant part of society (59,7 %) believes that practically any person on the territory of
Ukraine regardless of their past and personal characteristics is at risk of becoming a victim of torture or
ill-treatment in the police. The police officers themselves have a completely different opinion on this. In
total around a half of interviewed police officers believe that nobody risks tortures and ill-treatment by
the police, this opinion is more popular among the police officers (55,5 %), than patrol officers (44,9 %).
9. Comparative analysis of the researches of 2004–2020 shows that after resonant events in Kaharlyk
the intolerance of the population to the cases of torture or other ill-treatment in Ukrainian police increased
greatly and constitutes 79,1 %. This is the highest indicator for the entire period of research. At the same
time, it should be noted that 14,9 % of the respondents accept the use of unlawful violence in extreme
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cases, 5,4 % – against particular persons (terrorists and persons suspected of crimes against children). A
small number of people (1,1 %) believe that the work of the police is impossible without it.
10. Most of the interviewed police officers believe that the use of beatings, bullying or torture by the
police officers with the aim of solving and investigating the crimes is unacceptable under any
circumstances. There are somewhat more patrol officers with such position (79,1 %) than other police
officers (71,4 %). At the same time every ninth patrol officer believes that unlawful violence is acceptable
“in extreme cases”; this indicator is higher among the police officers – every fifth officer believes so.
11. The indicators that contribute the most to the spread of the practice of unlawful violence in the
activity of Ukrainian police, according to the respondents, are: 1) impunity of the police officers who use
unlawful methods in their work; 2) poor selection of the candidates; 3) low professional and cultural level
of police officers.
12. To prevent the unlawful violence in the police the respondents suggest: 1) a stricter punishment of
the police officers for the facts of unjustified violence, cruelty, torture; 2) improvement of the selection of
candidates for police work; 3) improvement of the training of police officers and improvement of
efficiency of management control over the activity of the subordinates. Among the main ways of
overcoming the unlawful violence the police officers themselves indicated the observance of rights of the
police officers (28,4 %) and a complete change of the system of indicators and reporting in the police
activity (21,2 %), and the latter was mostly emphasized by police officers and not patrol officers.
13. There are significant additional risks of police violence against women, in particular it concerns
those who contact the police as a suspect or witness, as well as female police officers. During the survey
of the population, we have detected 110 cases (6,8 %), when the police officers subjected women to
gender-based violence in one form or another. Selective survey of men and women working in the police
allowed to detect over two hundred cases of women becoming the victims of gender-based violence by
the police officers. But it is apparent that the scale of this phenomenon is much wider.
4.4. Awareness-raising and educational activities
During the reporting period, we were only able to conduct one training for lawyers due to the Covid19 pandemic. We have postponed the rest of the planned educational activities – seminars for judges,
trainings for lawyers and schools for human rights defenders – for 2021.
On 10-12 September, 2020 the KHPG has organized a three-day training for lawyers. The main
purpose of the event was to provide a practical training based on the experience of strategic litigations in
the field of combating human trafficking, analysis of gaps of legislation and administrative practice in this
area. 18 participants took part in the training.
Participants have analyzed the cases of human trafficking while a large number of Ukrainians became
victims of such crimes in the Russian Federation due to their low financial status and desire to earn easy
money. The issues of extradition of victims of human trafficking to their countries of origin were one of
the most important topics. The lawyers focused more specifically on the problems of extradition of
Ukrainians who were victims of human trafficking in the Russian Federation, and on bringing the verdicts
of the Russian Federation in accordance with the legislation of Ukraine. The problematic issues of
providing legal assistance to victims of human trafficking after their return home were also discussed.
Members of the KHPG monitoring team, who carry out monitoring visits to penitentiary institutions
where, inter alia, victims of trafficking are serving their sentences, reported about the tactics and
peculiarities of communication with such persons, and provided advice on documenting such cases.
The participants received the basic consultations algorithms with the templates of applications and
appeals. As a result of the training the lawyers are able to provide free legal aid to the victims of human
trafficking on the obtaining the status of a victim in a criminal proceeding, the status of a victim of
trafficking in persons, application of the so-called “Savchenko Law”, obtaining parole and commutation
of punishment to a more lenient one.
KHPG contribution to the fight against torture, violations of right to liberty, right to a fair trial and
right to privacy during armed conflict between 2014-2019
The KHPG objective in this direction is to provide monitoring and documenting the most serious
violations of human rights and humanitarian law as well as to provide access to legal aid to victims of
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these violations in Donetsk and Luhansk regions which have been affected by the occupation by armed
groups and the hostilities.
In the reported period KHPG jointly with FIDH prepared and submitted a 100-page Article 15
Communication to the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court (ICC) on the crimes committed
against detainees trapped in prisons seized and controlled by anti-government forces in Eastern Ukraine.
Our organizations call upon the ICC Prosecutor to open an investigation into the international crimes
committed in Ukraine since the beginning of the conflict in early 2014, including war crimes and crimes
against humanity committed against prisoners – a vulnerable and largely forgotten group.
In the course of hostilities, 36 detention facilities holding 16,200 prisoners fell under the control of
anti-government forces. The government of Ukraine took no adequate steps to evacuate the prisoners
from the sites of active hostilities. Thus, the vast majority of prisoners, effectively transferred into the
custody of anti-government forces, were simply abandoned to their fate and almost certainly faced illtreatment. Those perceived to be pro-government have been subjected to the harshest forms of abuse.
Prisoners have been held in terrible conditions, often without light, without being taken outside to
exercise, in unsuitable facilities where they are extremely badly fed and deprived of medical care. Many
have been tortured and some beaten to death.
Systematic violence, intimidation, and debasement persisted for months, years, and, in some cases, to
this day. In addition to the abuses directly inflicted by prison authorities, victims have regularly suffered
from the effects of ongoing hostilities such as frequently disabled heating, electricity, and water supplies
and damaged prison buildings. In addition, the ongoing hostilities have caused injury to prisoners and in
some cases even caused their death.
These events have been taking place in the context of the armed conflict between Russian-backed
(and controlled) anti-government forces and Ukrainian armed forces and paramilitary battalions. These
abuses are part of the anti-government forces’ policy to conduct a widespread, systematic attack on the
civilian population.
KHPG and FIDH collected and documented information about these crimes based on evidence
provided by 266 victims and witnesses during in-person and phone interviews as well as nine monitoring
visits to prisons on government-controlled territory between December 2017 and May 2018. The inperson and phone interviews were organized in response to inquiries sent to all prisons located on the
territory controlled by anti-government forces.
These atrocities, which amount to war crimes and crimes against humanity, should be investigated
along with all other conflict-related crimes in eastern Ukraine. The ICC Prosecutor should not forget this
vulnerable group of people, who seem to have slipped through the gaps of justice efforts.
Thus far the Ukrainian government has not taken adequate actions in response to the war crimes and
crimes against humanity committed on the territory controlled by anti-government forces. The victims of
these crimes have had no effective remedy at the national level. With this submission, KHPG and FIDH
continue their efforts to document international crimes committed in Ukraine and call on the ICC to take
action by opening a full-fledged investigation into the situation of Ukraine and holding the perpetrators of
crimes under its mandate to account.

5. MONITORING IMPLEMENTATION OF DECISIONS OF INTERNATIONAL BODIES
In 2020 SLC lawyers inquired into the matter of supervision procedure under execution of judgment
and decisions made by the ECtHR. Such mechanism is carried out by the Committee of Ministers of the
Council of Europe (CM) in the international lever and by the Government agent at the national level. SLC
lawyers maintained the low rate of execution of judgments in Ukraine. Specifically, no judgment under
Article 2, 3 and 5 of the Convention have been executed yet. Since 1997 CM has closed supervising
procedure in 970 cases against Ukraine. Mostly cases are supervised by the enhanced procedures – that
means significant control by the CM under execution because the violation was so grave or systematic.
Execution is pending because if in the individual case Ukraine commonly pay just satisfaction and apply
other individual measure, in the general view nothing has changed. Non-execution of so-called common
measures which are demanded changing of legislation or administrative practice was the main reason of
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pending cases. Even in such cases on execution of which Ukraine passed a law the CM did not close a
supervision procedure.
KHPG has lodged before the CM the submission in group of cases Vintman v. Ukraine. The cases
concern an unjustified interference with the applicants’ right to respect for family life owing to the
authorities’ systematic refusal, between 2001 and 2010 in the Vintman case and between 2005-2015 in
the Rodzevillo case, to transfer them to a prison closer to their home, which would enable the applicants’
relatives to visit them more often (violation of Article 8). The Court also found that there was no effective
remedy in Ukraine regarding the rejections of his requests for transfer to a prison closer to his home
(violation of Article 13). In the Vintman case, the Court also found the interference with the applicant’s
right to respect for private life on account of the monitoring of his correspondence in prison (violation of
Article 8). The Court found that this interference was not “in accordance with the law”. In the Rodzevillo
case, the Court found violations under article 3 and 13 on the account of conditions of detention in SIZO
and the lack of effective remedies for this complaint. On 15 June 2020 the SLC lawyer has prepared the
submission to the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe related to general measures at the
execution of the judgements of the ECHR.
Also, KHPG jointly with EPLN (the European Prison Litigations Network) prepared and sent the
communications with the CM concerning execution of the judgements in group of cases Nevmerzhitsky
v. Ukraine. This group of cases brings together all cases concerning, among other prison issues, violations
of Articles 3 and 13 of the Convention due to overcrowding and poor material conditions and lack of
access to adequate medical care in places of detention (problems with treatment of viral diseases, use of
handcuffs in civilian hospitals, lack of palliative care, access to specialized medical care, replacement
therapy, etc.), as well as lack of preventive and compensatory measures in relation to these issues.
In October, the lawyers of SLC prepared and sent a communication to the Committee of Ministers of
the Council of Europe on the action plan of the Government of Ukraine on the implementation of general
measures in the group of cases Nevmerzhytsky v. Ukraine. In their comments, the lawyers noted the
ineffectiveness of the Government's actions to improve the actions of the Government of Ukraine to bring
the conditions of detention and provide them with appropriate penitentiary standards and recommended
that the Government take several actions.
On 27 October 2020, the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe took into account the
comments and recommendations of the KHPG lawyers and published them on the official website of the
Council of Europe. Information on this communication was placed on the front page of the execution
department's website https://www.coe.int/en/web/execution, i.e. https://www.coe.int/en/web/execution//joint-ngo-communication-on-prison-conditions-inukraine?inheritRedirect=true&redirect=%2Fen%2Fweb%2Fexecution. In addition, it appears that our
observations have been largely taken up in the Secretariat's notes for the next meeting of the Committee
of Ministers: http://hudoc.exec.coe.int/ENG?i=004-31306.
On 4 December CM adopted the robust decision regarding systemic problems in Ukrainian prisons
(the Ukrainian translation – http://khpg.org/1607085598). Taking into account the joint observations of
KHPG and EPLN, the CM was not satisfied with the vague indications given to the Government on
current draft laws and working groups in place to address the issue. It “noted with concern that a lasting
solution to resolve the malfunctioning of the Ukrainian prison system (…) has not been adopted so far”
and “reiterated once more the urgent need to adopt such a solution”. As regard to the Ministry of Justice’
policy of developing a paid accommodation service meeting international requirements, the CM “urged
the authorities to adopt measures to improve material conditions and nutrition that do not rely on
detainees’ financial contributions”.
The CM also decided to monitor separately the measures taken by the Government as regard to
access to health care for detainees, which will concretely lead to increased pressure on the authorities in
this area. KHPG and EPLN welcome this move to separate the consideration of cases on detention
conditions from those on medical issues, which respond to their request. Indeed, the necessary reforms in
these areas should involve distinct responses, actors and timeframes: as the CPT pointed out in its latest
public report "the situation observed in most of the establishments visited was such that it posed a
considerable threat to the health and even life of prisoners" (CPT/Inf (2018) 41, §82). The Secretariat of
the CM, for its part, pointed out that “the authorities (…) remain silent as to what concrete results have
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been achieved so far in addressing specifically each of issues [related to medical care in general, as well
as diagnosis and treatment for infectious and chronic diseases] and to the long-term perspectives, if any.”
The CM also invited the Government to take into account the CPT’s statement of principle regarding the
fight against the COVID-19 pandemic.
Today’s decision comes within the framework of the CM task of supervising the execution of
judgments of the ECtHR. The CM was called upon to assess the follow-up of cases concerning material
conditions of detention and inadequate medical care of prisoners (so called Nevmerzhitsky group of
cases). KHPG and EPLN had jointly submitted communications in this process. They also took part in the
briefing of the Ministers’ Deputies organized by the European Implementation Network (EIN) prior to the
CM meeting.
As a reminder, since Ukraine’s accession to the Council of Europe, the ECtHR has been receiving
massive number of applications bringing evidence of endemic problems of the penitentiary system. On 30
January 2020, the Court delivered a pilot judgment in the case of Sukachov, handled by KHPG, in which
it found that the structural problems of overcrowding and poor conditions of detention, as well as the
absence of remedies remained unresolved. As to access to health care in detention, the Court has pointed
in a number of occasions that the problems arising from the lack of proper medical treatment in Ukrainian
places of detention were of a structural nature.
Monitoring of the ECtHR judgments against Ukraine and making its translations into Ukrainian have
also been made. During the monitoring, part of ECtHR’s judgments of the reported period against
Ukraine, except clonal judgments, were studied, translated and posted on the KHPG’s website. The links
are as follows:
Рішення ЄСПЛ у справі Тюрюков проти України
Рішення ЄСПЛ у справі Гончарук та інші проти України
Рішення ЄСПЛ у справі Северин проти України
Рішення ЄСПЛ у справі Чернецький проти України
Рішення ЄСПЛ у справі Крят проти України
Рішення ЄСПЛ у справі Гук проти України
Рішення ЄСПЛ у справі Горяєва проти України
Рішення ЄСПЛ у справі Савченко проти України
Рішення ЄСПЛ у справі Хамроєв та інші проти України
Рішення ЄСПЛ у справі Світлана Атаманюк та інші проти України
Рішення ЄСПЛ у справі Свіргунець проти України
Рішення ЄСПЛ у справі Міхно проти України
Рішення ЄСПЛ у справі Клеутін проти України
Рішення ЄСПЛ у справі Кривошей проти України
The KHPG lawyers permanently use the ECtHR practice as legal grounds in their reasoning in
national courts cases. Types of cases:
– choosing of preventive measure for an accused person;
– re-considering of sentences by the higher courts on the basis of the ECtHR’s judgments on
violations of Article 6 of the Convention in a part of inadmissible evidence using;
– reasoning the position of defense by the ECtHR’s practice at courts of all instances.
It is important to publish information about successful for the KHPG’s lawyers ECtHR judgments to
develop the process of its implementation in national legal system. We pay to it more and more attention.
Links to publications in the reported period are following:
Перша перемога адвоката ХПГ у справі відомої правозахисниці
Рішення Пленуму Європейського суду з прав людини щодо зняття імунітету з Георгія
Логвинського
ЄСПЛ відмовився знімати імунітет із Георгія Логвинського у справі ‘Золотого мандарину’
ЄСПЛ визнав порушення прав підсудних через допит секретних свідків
Про постанову ЄСПЛ у справі «Карастельов та інші проти Росії»
ЄСПЛ підтвердив право журналістки не розкривати джерело інформації
Страсбург проти Кафки: дипломатична недоторканність суддів Європейського cуду з прав
людини
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Висновок щодо політичних мотивів кримінального переслідування та порушень прав людини
у справі Сергія Пашинського
Україна порушила право на свободу релігії – ЄСПЛ
Блискуча перемога молодої адвокатки
38 місць несвободи за 4 місяці – висновки моніторів ХПГ
Суд зобов’язав МВС видалити дані про неіснуючу судимість

6. SECURITY SERVICES IN A CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRACY: OVERSIGHT AND
ACCOUNTABILITY
Purpose of the analysis is to study SSU’s activities in the law-enforcement sphere, in particular,
access to justice of detended persons and observation of their right to a fair trial. KHPG experts carried on
analysis of legislation and practice concerning SSU’s activities in this sphere, including numeral concrete
cases and appeals to the KHPG. In addition, KHPG experts pay a special attention to cases on Articles
109 (actions aimed at forcible change or overthrow of the constitutional order or the seizure of state
power), 110 (separatism), 111 (high treason), 110-2 (financing actions aimed at forcible change or
overthrow of the constitutional order or the seizure of state power) and 258-5 (financing terrorism) of the
Criminal Code in order to analyze SSU practice in question. They studied data concerning the
investigation of crimes qualified under these articles is taken from the site of the Prosecutor General’s
Office, and as for the court decisions under these articles – from the Unified Register of the Court
Decisions. One can find results of the analysis here: Investigation of terrorist crimes under articles 110-2
and 258-5 (updated), The practice of application of Article 109 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine, The
practice of application of Article 110 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine, Criminal proceedings under
Article 111 of CC of Ukraine against the journalists, The practice of application of Article 111 of the
Criminal Code of Ukraine.
For example, let’s consider the criminal proceedings concerning the crimes, committed under Article
111. They are investigated very slowly: the notice of suspicion is handed down only in 37.7% of the total
number of recorded criminal proceedings, and the bill of indictment is directed to the court only in 33%
of the proceedings in which the notice of suspicion was handed down. The first-instance courts delivered
34 sentences in six years. The analysis of those decisions shows that the qualification of the crimes as
high treason was often questionable and even incorrect. The courts sometimes tried to rectify those errors
of the pre-trial investigation. Thus, in four cases the accusation under Article 111 was found unproven
and the defendants were acquitted under that Article.
Key conclusions of the analysis of SSU law-enforcing activities are as follows.
1. One can see that SSU officials have begun widely applying detention without a court order
specifically in cases which are not envisaged by Article 208 of the CPC.
2. There is systematic and widespread violation by SBU officials of the right to legal assistance which
is guaranteed by Article 59 of the Constitution and regulated by Article 213 of the CPC. In accordance
with paragraph 4 of that article, the official who carries out the detention is obliged to immediately inform
the body or institution empowered by the law to provide free legal aid. In the best instances this
notification gets delayed. If a lawyer is invited to provide legal assistance who is not from the Center for
Free Legal Aid, the person is simply not allowed to see the detained person. This is a problem that KHPG
lawyers constantly run up against.
3. The SSU constantly carries out repeat extradition arrests of people whom the courts have released.
4. The detentions which the SSU carries out for the purposes of exchanging people for prisoners of
war and civilian hostages held prisoner in the self-proclaimed Donetsk and Luhansk people’s republics
are totally illegal. Information about exchanges is limited and scrappy. Exchanges are carried out in
conditions of secrecy and not regulated by any legal procedure. We understand that the SSU is forced to
deal with exchanges in order to free those taken prisoner, however such a procedure can in no way be
justified.
5. The SSU are torturing defendants in order to extract confessions or force cooperation with the
investigation. Previously in independent Ukraine, before 2014, we did not observe such practice in the
work of the SSU.
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6. Situations have been observed where in a case already initiated with respect to a particular
individual, the SSU add several people from the person’s close circle to create the impression of a group.
Then they can talk of a crime having been committed by an organized group by prior conspiracy and
demand a more severe sentence. Sometimes this is done without any grounds for accusing other people
who are guilty only of having been nearby.
7. The fight waged by the SSU against separatism raises many questions. There is, for example, every
justification in talking of violation of the right to liberty and personal security in a huge number of cases
where people charged with separatism under Article 110 of the Criminal Code, who did not pose a public
danger and whose actions did not have grave consequences, are remanded in custody in SIZO.
8. There were many violations from the side of the SSU concerning asylum seekers. Of particular
concern is the attitude of the SBU and other state bodies to people from CIS countries, in particular,
Russia, who took part in the Revolution of Dignity, military action in eastern Ukraine as part of a
Ukrainian volunteer battalion or who helped Ukrainian military units as volunteers. The SBU does not
seem to understand the danger of political persecution faced by Russian citizens in the Russian Federation
and does not take the principle on non-refoulement back at all. You would think that the SBU should
understand the impossibility of returning any people fleeing the Putin regime to Russia. The very fact of
having tried to receive asylum in Ukraine will lead to political persecution if people are returned to
Russia.

7. KHPG ACTIVITIES AGAINST THE SPREAD OF COVID-19 IN UKRAINE
As soon as the State adopted the first regulations on the quarantine measures aimed at counteracting
the spread of COVID-19 in Ukraine, KHPG started acting in this direction. The first step was the
translation of the document of World Health Organization WHO advice concerning the use of masks. It
was published on KHPG portal “Human Rights in Ukraine” on March 16 and it was read by more than 55
thousand readers in the first week.
KHPG arranged the work of its office by the following rules: everybody who can work at home
works at home, the people whose work concerns the constant stay in the office arrive on foot or by KHPG
car and the cars of KHPG employees. The reception is mainly carried out remotely and a meeting in the
office is only arranged if it is urgent and necessary. At the same time all sanitary and anti-epidemic
measures are carried out in the office regularly.
KHPG experts analyzed the regulations on the prevention of spread of COVID-19 and the
implementation of those acts. They analyzed the relevant documents and prepared the Conclusion by the
Kharkiv Human Rights Protection Group on expediency and lawfulness of implementation of quarantine
measures in accordance with the Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine No.255 of 2 April
2020, in which they comprehensively considered the expediency and lawfulness of the quarantine
measures. That document was published on April 7, and it was read by 69787 readers. It stated that the
quarantine restrictions were motivated by the considerations of safety of Ukrainians and are generally
appropriate except for certain restrictions. However, the decision-making by public authorities outside of
their power, which includes the above-mentioned Resolution, is an unacceptable step towards the
arbitrariness of the authorities and chaos in society, and they can lead to conflicts in the future. Therefore
KHPG urged the public authorities to strictly adhere to the Constitution and the laws of Ukraine,
regardless of the sincerity of their intentions. This Conclusion led to the adoption of amendments to the
Resolution of the Cabinet of Ministers No.255 of 2 April 2020 in accordance with recommendations
provided by KHPG.
However, KHPG paid the most attention to the counteraction of the spread of COVID-19 in
penitentiary institutions. We have actually started working in this direction in the middle of March. After
the information requests we received normative documents of the Ministry of Justice, State Penitentiary
Service (SPSU) and Health Center (HC) which concerned the prevention of the spread of COVID-19 in
penitentiary institutions and published them on the portal “Human Rights in Ukraine” – (see
http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1585210408 and http://khpg.org/index.php?id=1585252651.
KHPG employees created the Questionnaire “On events that are carried out to prevent COVID-19 in
the institution holding you or a person that is close to you” and collected the information about the current
state of the penitentiary institutions through the previous contacts with the prisoners, their relatives,
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lawyers, as well as employees of the penitentiary institutions. We received data concerning the changes in
the regime of serving the sentence resulting from the epidemic, the data on real capabilities of the
institutions of HC for the prevention of spread of COVID-19: the staffing, the supply of medicines,
necessary conditions and equipment for diagnosing and treating etc, the supply of personal protective
equipment etc. We have received the information on the status of epidemic prevention in 36 penitentiary
institutions, including 7 pre-trial detention centers (Kyiv, Kharkiv, Odesa, Cherkasy, Zaporizhya,
Kherson and Kropyvnytskiy), 9 penitentiary institutions (Dnipro, interregional hospital at Dnipro PC,
Chortkiv, Ivano-Frankivsk, Vinnitsya, Poltava, Novgorod-Siversk, Vilne, Bakhmut), 18 correctional
colonies (Sofiivska, Synelnykiv, Zhovtovodsk, Kriviy Rih, Zamkova, Tsumanska, Buchanska, Berdychiv,
Mensk, Kropyvnytskiy, Odesa, Stryzhavka, Poltava, Oleksiivska, Kachanivska, Temnivka and two
colonies located on non-controlled territory, – Donetsk and Slovianoserbsk) and two correctional centers
(Igrenskiy and Khrolivskiy).
At the same time, we translated from English to Ukrainian and distributed the documents of the
international organizations –– Council of Europe, UN, non-governmental organizations.
The analytics of KHPG analyzed the regulations and all collected information in comparison with
international recommendations. In particular, they analyzed the draft law “On amnesty 2020” (No. 3181)
introduced for the consideration on 6 March by the deputy I. Fris, and provided recommendations on
improving it.
Based on the collected and analyzed information we published several articles in Ukrainian and
English: About coronavirus in correctional colonies in Ukraine, Measures to prevent spreading of
COVID-19 epidemic in penitentiary institutions of Ukraine (updated), The Opinion of the Kharkiv
Human Rights Protection Group regarding the release of prisoners as prevention to spreading COVID-19
in penitentiary institutions, Prevention of spread of COVID-19 in penal institutions through the eyes of
detainees, as well as prepared a report Is Ukraine’s penitentiary system ready to fight the coronavirus?,
which was published on 5 May in Ukrainian and on in English.
In addition, the data presented by us on April 23 concerning the presence of patients with coronavirus
in penitentiary system, found together with VRU Commissioner for Human Rights, Lyudmila Denisova,
and presented in the publication There is no coronavirus in prisons. But there is, forced SPSU to admit
that fact, since then the information on people with COVID-19 in the penitentiary system was regularly
provided on the page of the Department for the Execution of the Criminal Sentences of the Ministry of
Justice, and since June 1 – on the page of HC of SPSU.
We have managed to persuade the administration of the Ministry of Justice of the need to prepare the
draft laws regarding the extended amnesty and parole. The specialists of the Ministry together with the
experts from KHPG developed the draft laws about this that were considered on 24 April and approved
on a government meeting thanks to the lobbying by KHPG and VRU Commissioner for Human Rights.
On April 27 those draft laws were introduced by the government for consideration by the Parliament,
bearing numbers No.3396 and No.3397.
However, the profile Committee and other Parliamentary committees ignored those draft laws, only
the human rights committee approved one of them on 6 May.
It turned out that the leadership of the state and the ruling party do not want to pass those draft laws
because, in their opinion, those unpopular measures would badly affect the political rating of the Head of
the state and the “Sluha Narodu” (Servant of the People) party. Both we and Ombudsman Denisova
received the information about this from various sources.
Therefore, we decided to begin our campaign for the adoption of the law on amnesty. KHPG stated
this position publicly (see, for example, https://magnolia-tv.com/news/38544-narkokureri-v-rosii-blizkizaverbovanikh-ukrainciv-prosyat-amnistii-video). The Center for Civil Liberties, Amnesty International
in Ukraine, UHHRU and other members of “Human Rights Agenda” platform as well as other
organizations participated in the campaign. On 9 June a picket of the relatives of the prisoners took place
under the Office of the President and Verkhovna Rada, on 8 June an open appeal was published addressed
from human rights and other public organizations to the President and the leadership of VRU, the
signatures were collected on the web site of KHPG, it was signed by more than 40 organizations and 400
citizens. At the same time KHPG organized the collection of signatures under a similar appeal from
writers – the authors, translators, journalists and publishers, it was signed by 56 writers, including the
ones most famous in and outside Ukraine (published on June 15), and an appeal by the art community of
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Kyiv (published on June 16) which was signed by 32 artists, art critics, gallery owners, photographers and
others.
It resulted in the consideration of the draft laws No. 3181, 3397 and 3396 at a meeting of the Profile
Committee on Law Enforcement on June 17. The Committee members rejected the draft law No. 3396
and sent the draft laws No. 3181 and 3397 for revision.
Numerous publications, interviews and videos on several information platforms were a reaction to
this decision. This pressure resulted in the introduction of the new draft law on amnesty No. 3765 on 1
July by a group of 89 deputies, most of them – from the “Sluha Narodu” faction, that draft law was based
on draft law No.3181, but it borrowed several norms from the draft law No. 3397 of the Ministry of
Justice. The consideration of those draft laws is not possible until September.
Meanwhile the information campaign directed at the adoption of the law on amnesty still goes on. On
July 10 a Human Rights Club took place dedicated to this topic. On July 5 an article by Yevhen Zakharov
was published in “Nove Vremya”, on July 22 – an article by Oksana Pokalchuk, the Director of Amnesty
International Ukraine on liga.net portal. On July 16 the appeal of political prisoners to the government in
connection to the counteraction of the spread of COVID-19 in penitentiary institutions was published, it
was signed by 16 political prisoners of the Soviet period and 10 political prisoners of the period of 20142020, on the need for amnesty.
In the second half of June and in July the employees of KHPG carried out the new collection of
information in penitentiary institutions on the status of the counteraction of spread of COVID-19, since
the situation with it is not static and is constantly changing.
The collected information was summarized in the form of a report On the readiness of the
penitentiary system of Ukraine to counteract the spread of COVID-19 which was published on 11 August
in Ukrainian and English languages.
In September-December, bill №3765 was not considered for the same reasons: the government does
not want to grant an amnesty, it does not care about the fate of prisoners. As a result, it is necessary to
continue this campaign, as well as to test and treat prisoners, and, more broadly, to change the entire
prison medicine system.

8. AWARENESS-RAISING ACTIVITIES
8.1. Dissemination of information on human rights and basic freedoms in Ukraine
KHPG continued to provide information on human rights and fundamental freedoms in Ukraine by
different ways. KHPG updated own portal «Human Rights in Ukraine» http://khpg.org on a daily basis
(4-5 new materials in Ukrainian or Russian and 3-4 new materials in English per day), site of the
Coalition «Against Torture» http://pk.khpg.org for victims of torture and ill-treatment in a daily basis (1-2
new materials per day, 20 visitors per day), site http://library.khpg.org (virtual library on human rights,
146 visitors per day, +16%) on a weekly basis (4-5 new books per week), and site http://archive.khpg.org
(virtual museum and archive of dissident movement in Ukraine, 415 visitors per day, +65%) on a weekly
basis (1-2 new materials per week) as well as site http://osvita.khpg.org (civic and human rights
education, 173 visitors per day, +20%) and site http://help.khpg.org for electronic consultations on human
rights in the form of answers to questions that are received in the electronic reception room (36 visitors
per day, +41%). The most interesting materials were disseminated in the social networks.
It should be noted that an average number of visitors of the KHPG portal http://khpg.org is reached
4699 visitors per day (in total, 1 715 447 visits, it is +39% in comparison with the previous year).
Additionally, there were 819 visitors of the above-mentioned subdomains per day. The largest increase in
site traffic was achieved in 2020; during this period, it increased by 39% compared to the same period of
the previous year, as the following chart shows.
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A number of new visitors is 1 148 639 (+60 % in comparison with the previous year). More 56% of
visitors were Ukrainian-reading readers. About 44% of visitors were English-reading readers. More
detailed information is given in the following table.
Country

Visits

Visits, %

1.

Ukraine

657 879 56,25 %

2.

United States

252 512 21,59 %

3.

Canada

32 059

2,74 %

4.

United Kingdom

28 627

2,45 %

5.

Russia

25 523

2,18 %

6.

Germany

16 228

1,39 %

7.

Poland

11 122

0,95 %

8.

Australia

9 561

0,82 %

9.

Netherlands

8 430

0,72 %

10.

France

7 944

0,68 %

In 2020 KHPG accounts in the social networks generated 58,76% more traffic to khgp.org website
compared to the previous year. The share of social networks in the whole website traffic is 30,8% (+2,6%
from 2019).
As of December 4, the main KHPG Facebook page had 21,751 followers (+71% from 2019/12/05).

On the post reach graph there is a splash of organic reach at the beginning of the year. It should be explained
by the increased attention to the events happened in Oleksiivska Correctional Facility #25 in December 2019 and in
January 2020, and also, by publications KHPG have made on the Covid-19 topic and related restrictions introduced
by Ukrainian government.
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Total number of the KHPG Facebook page posts engagements
Engagement type

2020

2019

Reactions

~63,900

~71,300

Comments

~4,130

~5,240

Shares

~10,100

~15,600

Here we see approximately 15% decrease of user activity in 2020 compared to 2019.
From the other hand, the total number of engagements on the KHPG English Facebook page is 6,030
which is more than 5 times higher compared to the previous year (1,116).
The number of followers on English page was increased by running targeted ads during the first half
of 2020. On 2020 Dec 31 there were 2,261 followers.

The reach graph has a correlation with page promotion campaign.
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Another KHPG Facebook page, Against Tortures, had 482 followers at the end of the year.
According to Twitter Analytics, KHPG tweets have been seen 251,711 times and have got 589
engagements in 2020. At the end of the year ths Twitter page had 476 followers.
8.2. Publications
In 2020 5 editions have been prepared for printing, published and disseminated.
1, 2. D. Kobzin, А. Chernousov, S. Scherban. National monitoring of unlawful violence in police in
Ukraine in 2020. In Ukrainian (60x84 1/16, 64 pages, 1000 copies), in English (60x84 1/16, 64 pages,
300 copies).
3,4. Yevgeniy Zakharov, Anna Ovdiienko, Mykhailo Romanov, Gennadiy Tokarev. On the readiness of
the penitentiary system of Ukraine to counteract the spread of COVID-19. In Ukrainian (60x84 1/8, 24
pages, 100 copies), in English (60x84 1/8, 24 pages, 50 copies).
5. Dmytro Mazurok. Ukrainian couriers in Russia. In Ukrainian (60x84 1/16, 108 pages, 500 copies).
These publications have placed to the KHPG site http://library.khpg.org.
The books are passed to the Ministry of Internal Affairs and their regional departments, Ministry of
Justice and their regional departments, Penitentiary Department and their regional departments,
Ombudsperson’s Secretariat, the Supreme Court, the Constitutional Court, all Appeal Courts, the Security
Service and General Prosecutor’s office, their regional departments, law educational institutes, central and
regional libraries as well as the libraries of institutes and partner human rights NGOs. Mailing list consists
of 730 addresses.
Furthermore, we sent information materials and books produced by KHPG to NGOs and individuals
according to their requests. There were satisfied 252 requests. Books were being sent by the post service.
In addition, we distributed the books during training and school as well as other public events. The book
in English will pass to UNCAT, SPT, CPT, and Embassies of foreign countries in Ukraine as well as
international and specialized human rights organizations organizations in Ukraine and abroad.
The KHPG library with open access (more than 16,000 books on law, human rights, history, political
sciences, political repressions, etc., and periodic editions) permanently is functioned.
8.3. TV-programs
Additionally, along the reported period KHPG and our information partner All-Ukrainian NGO
«Magnolia» have made and disseminated 35 videos and TV-programs on different topics of the projects.
They have been placed in the TV-channel CHP.Info (about 700 000 viewers, Magnolia portal magnoliatv.com (36000 visits per day) and Magnolia YouTube Channel (26800 subscribers). We give links to TVprograms on the Magnolia portal:
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/39837-v-ukraini-schoroku-blizko-63-000-lyudey-piddayutsyakatuvannyu-ta-nelyudskomu
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https://magnolia-tv.com/news/40370-u-tyurmakh-ponad-30-khvorikh-na-koronavirus-vlada-poki-nevidpuskae-ikh-na-volyu-video
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/40589-evropeyskiy-sud-vidmovivsya-znimati-imunitet-iz-eksnardepalogvinskogo-cherez-tisk-nabu
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/40594-evropeyskiy-sud-vidmovivsya-znimati-imunitet-z-advokatalogvinskogo-video
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/41120-amnistiya-ce-ediniy-shans-dlya-narkokureriv-viyti-na-volyueksperti-video
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/41176-v-ukrainskikh-koloniyakh-kritichno-visokiy-rizik-zakhvoriti-nacovid-19-eksperti-video
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/41557-v-kievi-zbilshilas-kilkist-bezrobitnikh-yaki-rizikuyut-statizhertvami-torgivli-lyudmi
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/41928-ministr-yusticii-rozpochav-velikiy-rozprodazh-vyaznic-video
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/42467-reforma-policii-provalilas-bo-ii-nikhto-ne-vikonuvav-ekspertivideo
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/42514-u-dergachivskiy-kolonii-porushuyut-prava-vyazniv-video
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/42600-u-mikolaevi-policiya-zatrimala-bandu-verbuvalnikiv-yakizmushuvali-ukrainciv-pracyuvati
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/42658-ne-priikhala-shvidka-u-kropivnickiy-vipravniy-kolonii-pomerzasudzheniy
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/42799-u-kropivnickomu-prokuratura-rozslidue-chomu-shvidka-nepriikhala-na-dopomogu
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/44179-pravozakhisniki-proponuyut-noviy-zakonoproekt-propereglyad-virokiv-dovichnikam-video
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/44183-zakon-zelenskogo-pro-prizov-rezervistiv-bez-mobilizaciiporushue-ikhni-prava-zakharov
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/44782-zakon-pro-rozvidku-obmezhue-prava-lyudini-ta-porushuekonstituciyu-boris-zakharov-video
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/44946-ukrainski-sudi-mozhut-pereglyanuti-viroki-dovichnouvyaznenikh-video
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/46190-pravozakhisnik-proti-dovichnogo-uvyaznennya-za-korupciyumozhut-postrazhdati-nevinni
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/46279-u-bagatokh-uvyaznenikh-viyavlyayut-koronavirus-lishe-priroztini-zakharov-video
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/46280-vimoga-i-vyaznyu-i-ridnim-robiti-test-na-covid-pripobachennyakh-ce-znuschannya-zakharov
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/46224-do-zagadkovogo-zniknennya-bizhenciv-z-uzbekistanu-mozhebuti-prichetna-sbu-boris
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/46592-kilkist-nasillya-v-policii-ce-virok-ii-reformi-eksperti-video
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/46988-kabmin-ukhvaliv-zmini-do-zakonu-pro-primusove-goduvannyauvyaznenikh-video
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/47349-proti-katuvan-vipusk-no31-v-odesi-policeyski-pobilizatrimanikh-video
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/47520-v-berdyanskiy-kolonii-znovu-katuyut-lyudey-video
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/47738-proti-katuvan-vipusk-no32-ne-likuyut-katuyut-yak-zhivutpacienti-psikhonevrologichnogo
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/48132-proti-katuvan-vipusk-no33-dopovid-kabminu-schodo-katuvanv-ukraini-ne-vidpovidae
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/48218-dbr-zavershilo-rozsliduvannya-u-spravi-katuvan-v-kagarlikuvideo
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/48530-proti-katuvan-vipusk-no34-u-kolonii-zgvaltuvali-areshtantavideo
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/48932-proti-katuvan-vipusk-no35-zhakhittya-po-toy-bik-grat-yakznuschayutsya-nad-vyaznyami-u
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https://magnolia-tv.com/news/49005-v-ukraini-dovichniki-pomirayut-u-tyurmi-na-10-mu-rociuvyaznennya-pravozakhisnik-video
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/49097-khiba-uvyazneni-ne-lyudi-scho-ikh-ne-testuyut-na-koronavirusadvokat-video
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/49108-ukrainske-dovichne-uvyaznennya-ce-porushennya-prav-lyudinievropeyskiy-sud-z-prav
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/49110-lyudyam-v-sizo-vidmovlyayut-v-testuvanni-na-koronavirusadvokati-video
https://magnolia-tv.com/news/49330-proti-katuvan-vipusk-no36-policeyski-publichno-zbrekhalischob-prikhovati-katuvannya

9. STUDIES OF HISTORY OF HUMAN RIGHTS MOVEMENT IN USSR AND UKRAINE AND
HISTORY OF POLITICAL REPRESSION IN USSR
KHPG continued to collect archive documents on dissident movement in former USSR and Ukraine
and program of oral history (interview with ex-dissidents). We continued to translate biographies of
dissidents and interviews with them into English as well as to digitize audio tapes and photos. We
continued to fill out the systematic physical archive of dissident movement in Ukraine and electronic
archive. In total, we have translated into English and placed on website http://archive.khpg.org 320
biography references, 277 interviews. We digitized 120 oral interviews and 5200 photos. Documents and
other materials were allocated by archival fonds. Description of 4 fonds was made. Also, the materials of
one of the archival fond (Kharkiv City Commission for the Restoration of the Rights of Victims of
Political Repression) were digitized in 8740 files. To mark the 80th anniversary of the birth of the famous
dissident Ivan Sokulsky, we have published his book "The Lord of the Stone" We have also published the
memories There are no results by Russian dissident Kirill Podrabinek, Reflections on human rights
defense by Zinoviy Antoniuk and others.
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APPENDIX
List of the grants fulfilled by KHPG in 2020
Information on grants is given in the following table.
Title of the project

Project period

Donor

Institutional Support for 2019-2020

01/07/2019 –
30/06/2020
17/07/2018 –
16/07/2020
05/12/2019 –
04/12/2021
01/09/2019 –
31/10/2020
01/12/2019 –
31/01/2021

Open Society
Foundation
European
Commission
European
Commission
U.S. Embassy

Fight against torture, ill-treatment and impunity in
Ukraine
Making Ukraine resistant to torture, ill-treatment and
impunity
Ukrainian couriers in Russia. Combating trafficking in
persons
Some violent crimes against humanity and war crimes
committed during the 2014-2019 armed conflict in
eastern Ukraine
Preventing the spread of COVID-19 in penitentiary 15/05/20 –
institutions to protect human rights to health care
15/08/20
Protective measures against COVID-19 in penitentiary 07/05/20 –
facilities in Ukraine
31/10/20
Providing national and local monitoring medical care 07/05/20 –
in the Ukrainian penal institutions in the context of 31/10/20
COVID-19 pandemic
Coalition for fighting violence in prisons
01/05/20 –
31/12/20
Improvement of access to justice for vulnerable 01/10/20 –
groups in Ukraine
30/09/21
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International
Renaissance
Foundation
International
Renaissance
Foundation
United Nations
Development
Program
European Prison
Litigation
Network
European Prison
Litigation
Network
Norwegian
Ministry of
Foreign Affairs

Donor’s
contribution
$ 100 000
€ 275 000
€ 290 000
$ 24 928
594 000
UAH
388 005
UAH
$ 4 610
€ 3 200
€ 8 840

904 660
Norwegian
krone

